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miles south- of Oyster Bay, and the
train was routed thither in order to
avoid any crowd. Only a handful of
SAVED BOAT AND
persons were on hand when the coloALL ON BOARD
nel stepped from his car and walked
unassisted to an automobile, lie was
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 22. In
driven immediately to Sagamore Hill.
tow of the steamer Watson, the coast-The colonel was carefully wrapped
wise liner Camlno arrived here today,
up before he got into the automobile
six days out from Portland, Oregon,
and wore the heavy army overcoat
with a story of furious weather,!
with the bullet hole in it;
danger and disabled. Thanks to the!
"I am feeling just fine,'' said the colV.
wireless telegraph the period of sus-- j
as he waived hishaud to the
onel,
pense was shot. With eighty passeng- small crowd.
ers on board the Camino cleared from PRESIDENT IS AT OYSTER BAY BUT
To the town folks at Oyster Bay,
roruanu.
who were a bit surprised at not see
POSITIVELY
HE
CAN
NOT
SEE
About 100 miles off Astoria, she ran
ing Mr. Roosevelt at the station, the n nrpl DCC P I A DAUI rDTCPfir DAIMTTD A UP, nAMPrilCT
UUf)
INVADERS OF OTTOMAN EMPIRE DRIVE BACK SULTAN'S TROOPS WITHOUT into a stiff southern
uu KLULniiLu u. i. n. i miL, i iilhuul 1nmii.11 nnu Linif ullioi
gale which
mill
FOR
ANYONE
ANOTHER
WEEK following message was sent by jjis
SO
to
an
miles
ON FORTIFIED STRONGHOLDS FOR creased in velocity
HAS GIRDLED THE WOULD, SEEN IT ALL
AND
physicians
DIFFICULTY AND ARE CONCENTRATING
COMPARES ANCIENT
hour. Heavy sea swept the decks and
DECLARES PHYSICIAN
"Colonel Roosevelt has stood the
the terrified passengers gathered in
CITY OF NORTH AMERICA WITH THE BEST HE HAS FOUND
BATTLE THAT WILL MAKE WORLD HISTORY IN EUROPE
journey well, but we believe him in
The
the saloon, praying and weeping.
no condition to stand the excitement
A week of absolute rest will put
gale raged all night. Every plunge for- of receiving his many friends at Oysward lifted the ship's heel high out of Colonel Roosevelt in the best of con-th- e ter Bay. He deeply
appreciates their
water and at half past Ave Satur-- ! dition, said his physician
ITS WORTH YOUR TIME JUST TO
today. At interest in his welfare.
LITTLE NEWS CREEPS OUT FROM
day morning the propeller dropped tojthe end of that tj
"We regret the necessity of not
the bottom of the sea from the broken
which has been "landing at Oyster Bay, but deem it
AMONG HILLS AND GREAT PASSES shaft. At that moment the Camino the strict1orregime
TALK WITH HIM ABOUT IT YOURSELF
beteer for him to go from Syosset to
il
nim
is expected that
thePlanned
was 15 miles off the shore with
Hill.''
Sagamore
wind carrying her farther to sea. he will be able to take up the cam- When he arrived at Sagamore Hill,
"S. O. S. S. O. S.," the wireless beganlpaiQ" In its closing days.
the colonel's wound was dressed and
The
reached
in
colonel
on
Hill
ai
them
and
shot
then
to splutter, calling for help. In but
the ground
Sail Diego w here I expect to do some
Sagamore
The armies of Servia, Bulgaria and
he went to bed at once, with instruc
frorn Chicago today, walked unassisted tions to
blood.
cold
moment
came
answer
an
to
Feans.
the
from
Santa
His
frescoe
work for the San Diego expotheir
to
clear
Message
remain quiet all day. The
Greece continued today
One of the massacres to which King Watson and in three hours the Wat up the stairs and went to bed expect physicians said the
"I have seen all the world has
sition."
ihe
wound
no
showed
main
to
point,
their
objective
way
Ferdinand referred in his proclama- son was stanaing oy. The sea was ing to remain there most of the day ill effects of the
to offer and I tell you residents of X
TURNED BACK.
trip.
Turkish fortresses of Uskup, Adrian-opl- tion occurred at Kotschana.
When the automobile carrying Colonel
two
so
it
took
still
hours
that
Fe that no where in the X
Santa
heavy
to,
Turka
After
conference
The
with
the
doctors,
and Servia, the last of the
globe
girdler said that he in- reached
Roosevelt
the house,, the
A number of Turkish villages and pass a cable on board, After that the
world is there a city of such Si tended to penetrate Tibet but was
K. Roosevelt said this mornGeorge
ish towns on the Grecian frontier.
colonel stepped out, declining assistwas uneventful.
subtle charm, pure air and sun- turned back by an emissary of the
ing: "Colonel Roosevelt must have
Greek armies have crossed the Turk- towns have fallen into the hands of voyage
ance.
which
shine. I have traveled to possess
the
In
army
advancing
Bulgarian
of
a
week
two
absolute
rest.
Epicus,
If
he
has
Grand Lama upon his declaring he is
points.
ish frontier at
to
be
"It's
home
mighty good
again," this
EDUCATING THE YOUNG.
the world. The people of various
rest, he positively will be able to
a Christian. "I found after that it is
on the west, they have occupied the crossed the frontier on the western
he said.
S
is
but
nations differ, it
true,
they
make his Madison Square Garden adheiahts of Grimbovo, while at the
well to be armed with all kinds of
"
was discussed
are all the same in this that they X
dress. If he does not get the rest he
eastern end they are pursuing thekrately from the army marching on.1 education of the young
for there is still a prejudice
of
was
it
.
absolute
passports
rest,
,
that
explained
t
possess a heart yearning for Si in some countries against travelers."
Turkish trooDS to their base at the Adrianople. As the Bulgarians ad-for a considerable longer time Colonel will be unable to make it."
Si
motto
of
is:
an
branch
the
National Roosevelt must avoid hard
'Every
important vance, the Turkish troops are falling perance Legion
town of Servial where
New York, Oct. 22. A bulletin is S kindness. My
work, and
ONLY ONE ACCIDENT.
attempt to make others happy;
battle is expected to be fought. The back, in some cases without offering Woman's Christian Temperance Un- - that it would be imnrtsr.ihlA fni- - him sued at national progressive headAsked ir lie had met with many ac-- ;
,
S
Greeks
Si
ses-the
sin
left
town
us
step
every
behind,
the
of
of
The
reaches
by
resistance.
annual
every
"uiums
upper
any
to attempt to make any speech.
taking
quarters this afternoon said: "The
cidents on his long and wonderful
of what is
in this cily. The session of the;era week8 wi, be
would carry them appreciably nearer the Qregalnitza, Struma and Mesta
for the colonel's wound is wide open and ooz- V forward in the cause
required
"
Mr. Pahl said: "Only once
journey,
S
road.
to the Monastlr and Saloniki
good, is a step toward heaven!'
rjvers are now commanded by the young people's branch of the conven- complete healing of the wound and ing serum. Rest, am quiet are essenwas I hurt and that was at Wichita,
The Servians are proDaoiy naving BulgariaI1 troops. During the fight tion was devoted entirely to a round the knitting of the fractured rib.
tial to him to avoid the possibility
Kansas, when an auto ran into me on
the hardest fight at the present mo ing on October IS before Djumbala table discussion of raising funds to Syosset, L. I., Oct. 22. Theodore of wound infection. He will
be unment. Operating toward Uskup and the Bulgarians captured three Turk- carry on the work and the proper Roosevelt and party arrived here at able to see
on the mayors of cities, a dark and rainy evening. I was
Calling
one
any
today or tomor- the governors of states and the bruised but not seriously."
Prishtina, and further north in tne ish field
9:30 this morning, This place is four row."
some ammunition and course of study to be followed.
district of NoviDizar. thev have to took 140 guns,
DISCUSSES LANGUAGES.
heads of nations, C. J. A. Pahl. fresprisoners.
"Suspender Jack" McGee, whose coe
callcontend not only against Turkish reg
"While
and
today
evangelist,
English is called the world's
painter
two companies of TurkAt
Metomia,
speech at the progressive state con- ed on Governor William ('. McDonald
ulars but also against the Arnauts ish
and French the language of
language,
surrendered
their
with
troops
vention caused the nomination of Osof
One
fierce Albanian tribesmen.
at his odice in the capitol, stating he diplomacy and German the tongue of
A small town called Doetten,
arms.
S.
car
Straus
for
as
as
visited
the was on the last
far
governor,
their armies has advanced
"lap" of a bicycle trip power, I have found it advisable to
colonel today.
the outskirts of Kuaanaanvo, the in the Kirdchali district also has
the
around
world,
having been on learn a number of tongues. I speak
STEAMER IS ON FIRE.
Turkish town between the Servian been occupied by the Bulgarians,
12
and
road
the
having wheel- German, English, French, Hollnmlish.
years
The Servians while Kirdchali itself surrendered
frontier and Uskup.
Washington, D. ('., Oct. 22.
ed over 100,000 miles.
Malay, Hindoustani, .Maori, Zn'u and
mounwere
few
Turks
there.
a
and
of
the
captured
wireless dispatches from the
have secured possession
The governor being indisposed at. Arabic,
cutter Seminole, fighting the fire
tain pass leading to Prishtina.
Constantinople, Oct. 22. Greek warMr. Pahl was'
HOW TO TRAVEL.
aboard the steamer Berkshire at the executive mansion,
Belgrade, Servia, Oct. 22 The four ships have been bombarding the
the
received
secretary,
governor's
by
Then
this
king of travelers discussServian armies are advancing slowly Turkish port of Prevesa since yester-- !
Lookout Cove, N. C, reported the fire
From the capitol Mr. ed traveling. "It was Burton Holmes
Miss Olson.
into Turkish territory, but are meet- day, according to a report received
apparently under control today.
who said 'To travel is to possess tt'O
ing with stubborn resistance from the here. Prevesa is situated at the en- world,' but Holmes meant to travel
Turkish troops, according to official trance to the gulf of Arta,' the oppo-- !
THE WINDUP.
liki a human being and not like a
of which is Greek terri-reports reaching here from the front. site side
New
Oct. 22. Campaign
York,
trunk tied up in a baggage car. One
The first Servian army, operating in tory. '"
are revising plans for the
managers
must be out to see and feel. To go
22.
Buiwestern
Oct.
The
the direction of the fortress of Uskup,
London,
windup of the presidential fight. The
on foot is too tediovm; to travel by
has reached the vicinity of Kumanova, garian, ' like Servian armies, is fight
to Colonel Roosevelt, the vol- train or motor is too swift and tireonly ten miles away from Uskup. ing against large bodies of tribes- JUDGE ORDERS CASE RE OPENED HIMSELF WHEN DEFENSE TRIES TO injury
Untarv UithHrawal ff r.nw..nA, VAil.
some. The ideal way in my opinion
The Servian troops today captured the men assisted by Turkish artillery and
REST AND WHEN ITS ATTORNEY REFUSES TO ASK CTTIONS WHICH
from the stump and th. fact that:
is by bicycle, because by this means
from iali "Recounts then have been
outlying positions around the ; town
the traveler really breathes ueep of
and a general attack on the town it- some stiff skirmishing in which the
COURT RULED ADVERSELY ON A FEW DAYS AGO
the air of each country.
self is expected today. The Servian Bulgarians have been victorious.
active work of the campaign, has re"I have not been ill a single day
The warfare in this region is of a
army approaching Prishtina, along the
sulted in changing plans in all three
in my twelve years of cycling; I have
river Ibar, had a serious engagement merciless character as the Pomaks. or
of the chief political campaigns.
not followed any fad diet but eat
yesterday with a strong force of Turk-- - Bulgarian Mussulmen are religious DEAL WAS MADE TO GET ROSENTHAL
The ensuing two weeks will witness
three meals a day, of a mixed food.
ish troops and Arnaut irregulars, es- fana.tics.
a concentration of activity in sections
I am careful about one point, howevtimated by the Servian commander at
The Montenegrin al.my apparently
Wnere the respective managers
40,000 men, with, ten companies oi iB ineffective at present.
er, and that is never to drink water
HEAD
GET
OF
ALSO
AND
"STRONG ARMS" lieve the outlook is most favorable for
Turkish reserves and four batteries of
while cycling during the day. If I
The representatives of the powers
the capture of disputed ground. Gov.
continue actively to confer and it is
a farm house I may take a glass
artillery.
pass
Johnson is to fill in most of Colonel
The fight took place in the Heresti-do- l now suggested that intervention in
of milk or purchase a few apples to
New York, N. Y., Oct. 22 The de fcelf preservation is the first law of Roosevelt's proposed engagements in
pass in the vicinity of the Servian the Balkans might occur earlier than
munch, but not water, because I have
tne east and tne democratic leaders
towns of Rashkb. andSYenipazar, on was hitherto thought probable. It is fense in the trial of Police Lieuten- nature.' "
learned that it does not agree with
me under great physical exertion.
Sullivan said ha took no nart in the are rusnin9 a number of their chief
the Servian frontier.
generally believed, however, that one ant Charles F. Becker, charged with
The Servians took the offensive and big battle must be fought before the the murder of Herman Rosenthal, the assassination of Rosenthal nor in the speakers int0 Pennsylvania and New
"I am careful, too, to change my
York t0 take UP the work planned!
THE GLOBE GIRDLER.
clothes to suit, the climes I face. I
captured the entrance to the pass powers can take any decisive steps.
gambler, rested its case a few mo- - alleged conspiracy of Rose, Vallon
Name: C. J. A. Pahl.
after some very heavy fighting. The
have a trunk which I send ahead of
Chicago, 111., Oct. 22 Led by Chris--; nients after noon today without call- and
Schepps to assassinate the ori9'may for Governor Wilson.
The, democratic campaign will cen-Forty-fivTurkish troops then retired and the Una Savies, a
Servian girl, ing Becker to the ajand. Justice Goff gambler.
me by express. Alas the expressage
years.
Age:
Servians were able to pass through forty of her compatriots determined declined to let the defense rest and re- Native of Germany.
Pennsylvania from this time
is indeed very heavy but the luxury
"Bridgie Webber said to me. 'the ter
onto the plains of the Turkish prov- to go to their country to help fight her opened the case without motion from only way you can get out is for you to frtn according to statements made
of a change of clothes is worth the
Speaks seven languages.
A
score of democratic senators
ince of Kossovo. The losses of the battles against Turkey, today stormed counsel in order to hear further testi- do as Mr. Whitman says and swear nere
Has traveled 100,000 miles.
money."
were considerable, the Des Plaines street police station mony along the line of the alleged con- you saw Becker at Forty-seconServian troops
On road for past twelve years.
street and congressmen, who have been
DELIVERS LECTURES.
believed
are
WebTurks
of
the
while those
and Sixth avenue a few hours after the speaking throughout the country, will
Carries 65 lbs. baggage on back.
and demanded assistance in collect- spiracy against Becker by Rose,
Mr. Pahl said that he frequently
be
8ent int the state this week, in
to have been very heavy.
Travels on 22-l- bicycle.
ing their wages for October to date. ber, Vallon and Schepps. "Jack" Sul- murder. If you do that you will get
stops at the Y. M. C. A. en route and
Another Servian army, operating in The men have been working for a con- livan was
Has had but one accident.
by the court. Jus out, like we are, after the trail. If you the noPe of making inroads on here- also visits religious workers
by
the northern part of Novipizar, has struction company in Wisconsin and tice Goff, taking matters in his own don't you'll be indicted and spend xoTore sona republican ground. The
Has called on mayors, governor and whom he has been asked to lecture
six months in jail.' "
republican fight also is to be quick- presidents.
captured all the Turkish block houses, are said to have quit their employ- hands, said:
on the Holy Land and on his travels.
and advanced positions around the ment without notice.
Met Mr. Taft in Manila 1!)05; again He carries with him a little
"Did Webber offer you money to ened in the east, with a concentration
"There were certain questions put
bible
of forces in New York state. Secre- in Washington 1912.
town of Sienitza.
which is inclosed in covers made of
by the defense to this witness which corroborate him'.'"
hundred
22.
Two
Berlin, Oct.
"Yes, he said, 'for God's sake, Jack, tary of State Knox is to deliver sevI excluded before. I now permit you
wood from Jerusalem.
"From this
CRASHES
Turkish soldiers were killed and as
to put these questions," he said to say that you saw Becker as we will eral speeches in eastern cities, includ- Pahl visited the mayor's office calling book each evening I have prayed," he
manv were seriously Injured by the
Buffalo
and New York. Demo- on Mayor Celso Lopez and former added, "and when I lay down to
THROUGH BRIDGE John F, " Mclntyre, Becker's chief testify. If you want any money, I'll ing
derailing of military train on the rail-give you $1,000 now and when you get cratic leaders have determined upon Mayor Arthur Seligman.
counsel.
sleep, in Asia, Africa or America I
DEAD
MAN
ONE
road from Smyrna to Aidin, it is said,
out we'll go into the hotel business, Colorado, Idaho, Nebraska, Kansas,
much have asked the protection
aroused
wheeler
The
to
globe
declined
of the
he
said
Mr.
put
Mclntyre
in a special dispatch, from Constannow as he preferred to I'll put in $25,00(1 and will divide the Nevada and New Jersey, as the states interest, carrying as he did a book Lord and He has always given it to
the
questions
a
over
fell
22.
entire
The
train
Oct.
Charles
Colo.,
Pueblo,
tinople.
profits evenly. All you have to do is where they will concentrate efforts to filled with letters from prominent. meii mp. I feel safe in one place as in an- let his case stand as it was.
steep embankment.
to lie for us; if you lie, it's all right, carry state legislatures in the hope of or. tins ana otner innus, anu a leamei other, as long as my conscience ia
Buck, an extra foreman of the Mis- i
attor-I
the
direct
district
"Then
Athens, Oct. 22. The Turkish souri Pacific railway at Nyberg, Colo-- j
if you don't you'll go to jail.' "
electing democrats to succeed repub- case stuffed with passports in many right."
quesarmy is fleeing in panic from Dhisi-kat- rado, was instantly killed, Eph Nisbet ney to ask the witness these inter"I told him I'd go to jail and he licans in the United States senate.
HAD TEA IN TEXAS.
languages.
"in
Justice
the
said
Goff,
town
on the way to the Turkish
of Pueblo, probably fatally injured tions,"
asked me to name my price. I told
his trip Mr. Pahl said:
Of
all
the people he met, Mr. Pahl
Discussing
Mr.
defense.
Ihe
of
Mclntyre's him 1 didn't have a
of Servia in the north, according to and John Bowen, proprietor of a gen est
price when it came DRV
"The idea of traveling around the was emphatic in praising two, the
FARMERS
statement Issued here to- eral store at Nyberg slightly injured vigorous objections were disregarded. to swearing a man's life away."
world came to me a dozen years agi king of Abyssinia and Governor
action of the defense in announc"Did ypu hear from the district at-- j
day. The Greek troops are said to be in an automobile accident fourteen The
ASSEMBLED
IN
I had made a complete circle quitt
of Texas. "The king shook
unexto
was
rest
desired
it
the miles east of here early this morning. ing that
When
pursuing vigorously.
torney through Hose? '
with me most cordially." he
of Australia on a bicycle, covering-handless
said
had
Mr.
CANADA
Mclntyre
TODAY
pected.
abandoned
the
Mr.!
"Yes sir; Rose got a letter from
Turks precipitately
While going at a high rate of speed
11,000 miles in five mouths. I felt in said, "and the governor of Texas, my
would
he
before
that
an
hour
than
town of Elassona, It is said, they left the automobile crashed through the
Whitman," said Sullivan. "He had it
such good physical condition that Iibut he is a nice gentleman. He
and came to me and said: 'Jack, the
behind them their staff maps and a railing of a bridge over Six Mile! call Becker to the stand.
Letharge, Alabama. Oct. 22. The
I could girdle the globe, do- - ed me to 5 o'clock tea."
had
taken
been
session
up
The
International
also
me
he
that
district
writes
million cartridges. They
.Dry
dropped creek, and plunged 25 feet into the
congress
Farming
attorney
or other work toj "Was it 'cold tea'?" asked the
mainly with testimony introduced to wants to know if you are going to cor- - today got down to work. No general ing signs, frescoes,
during their retreat much of their bed of the creek.
my
expenses,
defense
porter.
of
the
contention
the
sustain
roborate usfi He says if you do, it'll meetings of the congress were held
clothing and most of the engineering
r
"I left Melbourne, Australia in 1300,
The
Vallooked
Rose
the
Webber,
puzzled
informers,
that
but
tlle
in-- !
into
ks!
organization
up
t
be
if
be
don
split
MINE BUREAU IN DENVER.
you
you'll
alright,
implements.
for Japan. From the flowery! just for a moment and. then smiled,
framed
"had
sailing
and
lon
up"
Schepps,
which
each
of
compound
sections,
dieted.' Rose said he had written Mr.
The total losses to the Greeks durDenver, Colo., Oct. 22 Denver Becker to save themselves.
the governor of Texas did not
an animated forum, busy with kingdom I wheeled leisurely to
tn cmne nn or send an
ing the first day's engagement are giv- headquarters of the United States
rl iflPIIBulnna
lombo, a distance of some 8,000 miles, say anything about a long time
witnesses were then call- Character
to
me
not
two
to
see
indict
and
one
sistant
en as
bureau of mines were opened today
captain,
in various cities. In 1903 1 tween drinks. We had tea, hot tea,
A feature of today's program was
Mr. Mclntyre announced that me."
and nineteen men killed and 75 with V. H. Manning, assistant direc--i ed and
PGnin& of iae Second Internation- - took ship for Cape of Good Hope ar- and it was most refreshing."
tl,e
was
he
through.
Rose said, when he was talking
wounded.
tor, in charge. It is understood that
The traveler around the world statMrs, riving in a fortnight. Then I headed
slandered a' Congress of Farm Women.
By the court's direction, "Jack'' about Rosenthal.
London, Oct. 22. Greek troops were J. C. Roberts, who has been in charge
Leslie M., Stavert, of Winnipeg, who by wheel Xor.'tlie north, and pluughcd ed that he had learned something of
was
Sullivan
I
on
in
his
Turkish of the bureau's rescue car at Pueblo,
landed today at Katarina,
grave. !o the
my family and hate him
president of the orgnizatioa, right through Africa, taking over great interest to thousands and mil"What did Rose say to you in the If I knew where he was buried 1
territory in the Gulf of Salonski and will move to Denver. The chief work
convened the
Mrs. Bulyea three years to reach Cairo. I stopped lions of people, especially the fair
atwould go there, if I could, and be sure wife of the assembly.
about seventy miles from the fortress, of the new bureau will be in the na- council room?" asked the district
lieutenant governor of two years however to work on the sex. "It is a cure for obesity," he
Sullivan.
of
news
to
a
was
torney
he
agency dispatch ture of chemical experiments for the
dead."
according
on Soudan railroad.
Alberta, welcomed the
said, "I have found the ideal cure
"He said, 'self preservation is the
from Constantinople.
"What else did Bridgie Webber behalf of the Dominion. delegates
treatment
low grade ores.
of
"Crossing by the Suez canal I went bicycle riding. I have lost 25 pounds
I
to
masshad
first law of nature.'
testify say?"
Sofia, Bulgaria, Oct. 22. The
Already a keen fight is on for the to Jaffa, Jerusalem and Beirut, do-- in weight and never felt better in my
acre of 147 Bulgarian peasants by
"He said, 'I would love to lie down next year s" congress. Regina is the
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 22. John against Becker to save my life."
Webber
ing lots of walking and also praying. life. Of all the cures and near-cure- s
did
of
"What
of
in
the
say?"
Schrank
Eridgie
in his coffin with him and laugh at his only Canadian
has arrived at the stage
Turkish soldiers
village
city contesting for t'.ie I made a pilgrimage to the Holy City suggested for excessive flesh and I
"He said, 'I'm the happiest man in corpse and say, 'now
near Kotschana, Is reported by being sorry for his attempt upon the
you, you honor, while Salt Lake Citv. Boise and
and gave thanks for the protection af- believe all flesh not actually needed
Rosenthal is tried to get me killed and see where other American cities are
correspondent of the government or- life of Colonel Roosevelt, according the word. That
putting for forded me by the Almighty.
to
for good health IS excessive I am
about
I
have
don't
and
I
worry
dead
am
to
statements
the
cold
two
and stiff, while
prisward their claims.
you are now,
gan, Mir.
today of
"My next point was Constantinople sure none equals the exercise obtain-- .
The Turks, according to the corres- oners at the county jail who ure on his getting me now. Now, Jack, it's the happiest man in the world and
all been fixed up by the district attor- need not be afraid now that you will WORK STARTS ON BIG PROJECT. which I reached in a few weeks and ed by pedaling a bicycle. It seems to
pondent, ordered the peasants to lie trial in municipal court.
then I proceeded through Europe, be a kind of exercise which forces asney for you to corroborate us when ever get me.' "
a year to wheel by the great similation in the right proportions and
we testify. We are all Jews and what
"What did you tell Rose about your
Grand Junction, Col., Oct 22. Work taking
cities. On arriving in Germany 1 at the same time develops the lungs,
do we care about that dutch
for the state?"
was
testifying
started today on theeoustruction
Becker anyhow?' "
"I told him I would go to jail for of the High Line Canal which will re- stopped at my native city, Charlot-tenberg- , strengthens the heart and purifies the
"Did Rose say anything else to six years, let alone six months, rather claim more than 60,000 acres in the
remaining there two months. blood, sending it tingling through the
"I embarked
from Scotland for veins. It appears that the fad of ridto swear Becker's life away. Grand River valley.
than
you?"
Construction
REGISTER THIS WEEK IF YOU WANT TO VOTE. "Yes, he said that he and Webber Rose said, 'Well, just wait and see work is being done by the United America, and landed in New York 14 ing has lost out in many lauds durgoing to what Schepps will testify to.' I said, 'States Reclamation service at an es- months ago. I have traveled 5,672 ing the past few years but I can rec- DO NOT NEGLECT IT. REGISTRATION CLOSES and Vallon and Schepps were
frame up Becker and 1 said, 'why, 'Oh! that don't matter. Schepps is timated cost of between $,1,000,000 and miles in the United States and now I ommend it to every one iu search of
EVERY MAN WHO VOTES you baldhead
FRIDAY OCTOBER
, what do you mean a
$000,000. It is planned to have the am on my way to Albuquerque whence
lobbygow and will testify to
I will cross Arizona and proceed to
ditch completed by 1913.
(Continued on page five).
by this?' he said, 'Well, you know
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"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

interest
AND BLISTERS
is
There
widespread
throughout the country in the plans
Heater on the Market.
The'iOriginal and Only Absolutely
recently announced looking toward
transcontinental
HOME.
building of a
Rubbed and Scratched. Would Cry
Keep Your Liver and Bowels the
highway from New York to San
Used
Cuticura
Fret.
and
Active and You Feel
Soap
Francisco with the financial backA Money andFuel Saver
and Ointment.
Face Got Well.
of the automobile industry to the
ing
Months.
For
Bully
extent of at least $10,000,000, whir.h
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
should certainly assure the success
Eth
Tcrro
Ind.
632
N.
St.,"
Haute,
"My
Without Attention. Now
Put aside 1iiBt once the Salts, of the enterprise.
It is the intention
nephew, a boy of four years, had a
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purga- to construct a road which will be little
is the time to call and
his face. It was little rod
nature breaking out on
tive waters which merely force a practically of a permanent
spots at flrat then ho would
Goods.
Mdke
Vour Selection
of
cost
rub and scratch and water
passageway through the bowels, but so as to eliminate the great
while our stock is comblisters would form and
do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen maintenance, which is the drawback
wherever the water would
and purify these drainage or aliment- to the type of roads now in use in
We
plete in a sizes.
run another would como
ary organs, and have no effect what- many states. It is probable that the
was
will
take pleasure in
covered
until his face
ever upon the liver and stomach.
tvpe of construction will be agreed
He
would
with
them.
cry
to you
Demonstrating
Keep your inside organs pure and upon soon.
and fret. His mother got
fresh with Cascarets, which thorto
be had
did
It
but
Preliminary work will be rushod
the
medicine,
advantages
i;Ot do any good. Ho would
oughly cleanse the stomach, remove with a view to arranging for the acin Purchasing a Coles.
scream and cry and say It
the undigested, sour and fermenting tual construction work so that it will
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
hurt. We hardly knew him,
food and foul gases, take the excess be completed by January 1, 1915, in
Is little face was all red
ALL
CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
bile from the liver and carry out time for use of motorists who are alBUY A COLES HEATER
So I
and blisters.
of the system all the constipated ready planning tours to the Panama-Pacifi- c
I
me
to
let
him
put
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
waste mater and poisons in the inexposition.
some Cuticura Ointment on them. The
FOR SOFT COAL
The tentative route suggested starts next morning I made a strong soap suds
testines and bowels.
Coles original down draft. This is the
Mica doors are extra large fitted in reA Cascaret tonight will make you from New York City, going south by with Cuticura Soap and washed his face In
stove for ihe home, the ofllce and all
cessed grooves, pertect fit.
feel great by morning. They work way of Washington, through Wheel- the warns suds. The little blisters burst by
publio places. It requires little or no
For those who enjoj- - the Glowing buy
attention and Is known to be the most
on them. After I had
pressing the
while you sleep never gripe, sicken ing and Columbus, to Indianapolis,
and economical ot all stoves.
servicable
the
"Radiant".
his face washed, I put the Cuticura Ointand cost only 30 cents a box from thence west through St. Louis, Kanhis
face
time
In
littlo
on
a
short
ment
and
men
and sas City and over the Santa Fe trail was
your druggist. Millions of
HAD WARE COMPANY.
WOOD -- DAVIS
ury. I kept using the CutiSan cura all red and
women take a Cascaret now and then through La Junta,
Phoenix,
and putting on the Cuticura
Soap
and never have Headache, Bilious- Diego and Los Angeles, following the Ointment and s face got well and It did
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
ness, coated tongue, Indigestion, Sour Pacific coast to San Francisco. The not leave a scar. lie was entirely cured in
Stomach or Constipated bowels.
greater portion of the official path- about one week and a half." (Signed) Mrs.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
household. finders of the Touring club of AmerArthur Haworth, Jan. 10, 1012.
belong in every
A single cake of Cuticura Soap and box of
them.
to
become
in
has
love
take
and
,1910,
ica,
&
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Children
and
in
Ail
seeds
field
bulk
kinds of flowers, garden
ALFALFA SEED.
just
packages
Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient when
to
Train
as
"The
known
popularly
all else has fai. nl. Cuticura Soap and OintSunset," the name having been giv- ment are sold everywhere. Samplo of each
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
en it by the Touring club's repremailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address
d
sentatives, is the double transcon"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
evTender-l'ace- d
men should use Cuticura
tinental tour surveying the eastern
Soap Siiavins Utick, 25c, Sample froo.
new
of
the
highportion
proposed
Pbone Black
Phone Black
way. One of the sections was approCHASES KITTY; GIRL KILLED.
45
Claskill & MacVitty's new play, "The priately named the "Old Trails Highsuccessful
a
had
has
which
the
southwestern
porway," covering
Rosary,"
New York, Oct. 22. Chasing a kitthree months' engagement in Chicago, tion of the new route from Arizona
ten with which she had been playing
in
New
and New Mexico through California
a two months' engagement
In commenting upon the practica- in East Sixtieth street,
York and a tsvo months' engagement
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
at the Globe theatre in Boston, comes bility of the plan, David Beecroft, ed- Josephine Yinandie, of No. 323 East
Coal
inover
and
Ocrun
was
folSixtieth
has
the
of
street,
itor
the Automobile,
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoto the Elks' theatre Thursday,
PORTLAND CEMENT
Wood
tober 31st. The discriminating public lowing to say in a recent issue of that stantly killed by a passing truck.
rtant part. The grandfather would
The horses knocked the child down
will then be given an opportunity to journal:
,
wheels
one
of
an-front
time
the
been
and
the
has
"Never
before
passed
decided
be amazed at the radiance of the modsee pictured before them a
n
more opportune
for road improve- over her bedy before John Albert, the
swer to the growing unrest and
ern home and why all this light? To
Where improve- driver of No. 435 East Fifty-thirof our times. Not that "The ment than today.
cars
ments
a
to
have
been
could
team
his
stop.
have
made,
street,
bring
Is
It
make the home more homelike to make
Rosary" is a decision merely;
The good Albert was not arrested.
more. It is a faithful picture of the sold as a direct result.
roads movement
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
needs more than
misery and unhappiness that comes anything else today the spirit cf 'do
AGAIN.
PRISON
TO
GOES
suin
the
for father, mother and children. Good light
upon a man who lacks faith
Stop talking and act.
Mich., Oct. 22. William
Muskegon,
tri- something.'
inevitable
All Kinds of Building Materials.
its
and
good
preme
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
They have enough of routes, enough Fraser, the burglar wanted in Grand
umphs in our world. A typical Ameri- of getting lost, enough of delays, but
several
for
there,
daring
jobs
Rapids
Fence
Posts
Cedar
desired.
Screen Doors, Red and
can family is taken as a fair example not
What is received a sentence of 15 years in
enough actual work.
that obtain needed
of everyday conditions
crushed stone along Jackson prison when arraigned in ciris
stone,
Vard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
throughout the United States. The (he roadside so that it can be put cuit court
today for burglary here.
a man immersed in business. on (he road. Stone is needed from
100
100
husband,
Red
Red
100
Phone,
Red
Phone,
Phone,
Fraser's record, which officers here sethe exacting business of Wall street tne AtIantic t0 tne Pacific and if the
shows that he had served time
and the stock exchange,
automobile would expect to get this cured,
in
from California to New
prisons
fallen
away ribbon of stone from ocean to ocean
Little by little he has
s
and
has spent about
Jersey,
from the faith of his fathers, that faith within the next decade, it is imper
of his life behind the bars. He is 45
that brought our republic into being. ative that it take up the white man's
years old.
He has replaced it by an agnostic at- burden and provide the stone."
Editor Beecroft commends
the
titude all too prevalent in our day and
automobile
time. The wife believes, her con- spirit of the prominent
PHONE 85 MAIN.
all prevading manufacturers who have instigated
fidence in an
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We have sold other remedies for skin
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says.
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could
none
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serene
that
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troubles,
clear
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"It
Catholic
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of
modern
wonderful figure
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
of Wlntergrreen Thymol and a few
continues Editor Beecroft. Oil
through,"
other ingredients that have wrought
priest whose life has been dedicated "It will if the automobile manufac- such
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wonderful cures all over the counto God and the service of his fellow turers
are awake to the signs of the try.This
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day aad n'ght' Estimates and full informen. It is his clear spiritual vision
compound
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ITS BRANCHES

Evening Suits made up of very
FINEST QUALITY FABRICS

with Extra

Good Finishings
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AFTER LONG

SUFFERING

The following letters, self explana-- ;
tory, have recently been exchanged
between District Attorney Vigil, of
Albuquerque, and Clarence P. Emery,
Congregational minister In Gallup:
Gallup, N. M., Aug. 30, 1912.

TAILORING
IN ALL

THE FORUM.

It
m

PAGE THREE

Business Suits and
to
Overcoats MadeOrderYour

grand jury or file Information against,
tlie offenders in open court.
Our Sunday law prohibits the doing These Two Women's Health
of any work or labor on Sunday except
Restored by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
works of charity or necessity, so that
tho operator of a soda fountain or the
Vegetable ComMr. W. V. Vigil,
manager of a moving picture show
Read Their
pound
who carry on their business on Sun
Albuquerque, N. M.
Own
Statements.
Dear Sir: As one of the Gallup day, would be just, as guilty of an in
citizens who believe in good govern- - fraction of the Sunday law as a saloon
Cheneyville, La. -"- Some time ago
ment, I call for the enforcement of the keeper or any one else who did work when in poor health, suffering from fern-;
Sunday closing laws. These laws on Sunday.
mine ills, I began to
to
to
1
are
from
be
If
effective.
hear
ought
take Lydia E. Pink-- 1
you further,
Hoping
they
odious and not representative of pub- am,
ham's Vegetable,
Very truly yours,
lic sentiment, they ought to be repealMANUEL V. VIGIL,
Compound and Liver
ed. As long as they are in our statPills.
I soon felt
District Attorney.
Mr. Vigil's hope was shortly realized
better and gained in
utes, our duly elected officials should
strength and flesh.
conscientiously enforce them. The in the following reply:
A gradual improvepresent disregard of them creates a Mr. M. U. Vigil,
ment continued as I
demoralizing condition of anarchy in
Albuquerque, X. M.
took the Compound,
our town.
Dear Sir: Those of us in Gallup
8
and from 120 pounds
Many of our citizens are indignant who wish to have the Sunday closing
I now
weigh 155, and
at the situation, and feel that you law effective do not wish to make
l'eel
that mv life has
of
the violators; been
ought to respond to such a request as undue trouble for any
prolonged.
this that I am making in this letter. and are hoping some oilier way than
"I deeply regret that I did not know
I, with numerous other voters who preparation of affidavits, etc, can he of
your medicine long before I did.
are not Democrats, cast Democratic found.
Friends often speak of the wonderful
Would you be willing,
to chance in mv health unrl T uii
ballots last fall to help elect to office
you and others who, we believed, notify the various offenders that com- - yoUr medicine did it.
J W Stan-plaihas been entered against them LEY. Chenevville 1m
would make an honest attempt to ful.
v.
-fill the duties of their offices and give uy me
l. i. i . am jv r niene.e p.
us better government in New Mexico. Emery, Congregational minister, and
p
We hope you will not disappoint us that you, therefore order said offend- .
sta
,
..
to
the
ers
lo
i
conform
utes?
:n.
now by failing to respond to our ap
k..t,i
,.. i...
I
i uuvu
.....j, uiain-mat x,me woman Of. me. Altermvfirst
peal for enforcement of the law.
luiuvweuge
.hnhir ,
I have been told that one or two picture snows, uie sumi louiuam anu uorn 1 was lett a
perfect wreck. I was
of the present violators of the stat cue uquor saioous are doing business so weak 1 could hardly do my household
utes would welcome enforcement: that on Sunday, and hope a bona fide effort,' duties and suffered with an awful back-wi- ll
be made to deliver Gallup from! ache. But since I have used your Corn-it- s
they prefer to observe the Sunday
gross lawlessness along these pound the pains in my back have left mo
closing laws; but are not ready to do
and I am strong again.
lines.
so unless the others do so, too.
Doubtless you noticed these things
"My mother used it also through
Yours respectfully,
of Life and speaks very
CLARENCE 1 EMERY.
yourself at. the time you were here at Change
f it- - You can use this letter anyhighly
To this communication
Mr. Vigil court.
way
ish- - I think it is
1 am
onJy fair for one
made the following reply:
perfectly willing to be. quot 3d vvu
suffered
as much as I, to let
haf
in any communication you may send
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 4, 1912.
hersMk"0W of
to the violators of the law; and have
remdy.- "Rev. Clarence P, Emery,
2958 N. Ridtrewav Ave..
'
,
'
i:o objection to your using my name.
Gallup, X. M.
Chicago, 111.
Yours respectfully,
Dear Sir: Replying to your favor
CLARENCE P. EMERY.
of the 30th ult, I desire to say that
properly chastened.
the Sunday closing law will be enAlthough this letter was sent to Mr. away,
Oh,
chastened!
forced in McKinley county as soon Vigil some weeks ago, Mr. Emery has
Speaking of speaking to people that
as the means for such enforcement as yet received no reply. Meanwhile
one doesn't know, the game is getting
are in my hands. If you or any other he has forwarded to Mr. Vigil a Gallup
very rocky along Broadway. The
person in Gallup who has actual per- newspaper moving picture show item,
to let mashers off with
sonal knowledge that the Sunday law as evidence of the violation of the judges used
a
or
a small fine, but of late
warning,
is
is being violated, you or any such Sunday law; and he
abundantly able
other person ought to prepare affi- to testify to like lawlessness on the things are different.
A man claiming to be from Buffalo
davits specifying who the violators part of the saloon keepers. The
and apparently
sober.
of
believe
when
the
are and the specific dates
Gallup
people
law was violated and the manner in that Mr. Vigil ought to take prompt spoke to Mrs. Grace Martin and her
measures to improve the deplorably young daughter, as they were returnwhich the infraction was committed.
Not being a resident of Gallup, this lawless conditions in their town. They ing from the theater to the hotel
is the only means that I have of ob- feel that the power and responsibility where they live. The elder woman
taining sufficient information in re- are his and that he can remedy the reproved him. He followed the wom
en into the hotel lobby.
,
gard to these violations to enable me evil if he will.
A man who had seen the incident
CLARENCE P. EMERY.
to intelligently present them to the
advised Mrs. Martin to have the
masher arrested. She did, and Magistrate House sent him to the workhouse for 30 days. He's there now.
i
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and every face wears a smile of contentment!
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Side

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

r

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
the beautiful Pecos

Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions tor physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standardEa stern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.

ANO

S5 SHOES

AND OUR WOMEN'S
Are

AND

$4 SHOES

the Best Shoe Values the

Prices Ever Bought!
We might say the same about
OUR BOYS' & GIRL'S
$1 TO

SCHOOL

$3

i

SHOES

Come to this STORE OF BETTER SHOES and learn why

well-dresse- d

in

$3.50, $4

(

$3

g

The West Point of the Southwest.

Located

OUR MEN'S

I9

y"r?t

Fe, New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO

the Way!

By
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The Capital Tailor
East
of Plaza, - Santa

A HfNT

that in the families where our Shoes
are worn there's never a shoe trouble known

'

We Guarantee the Fit.

!

By saying

.

pffliV8

Parties or Balls

hL,DRQP

nt

1

SPLENDID VALUES

On (he Street, Theatres,

"--

Mrs

Made to Fit You, Made to Suit Your Taste

In Every Walk of Life!

1

out PATRONS SMILE while wearing our Shoes and paying
their Shoe Bills. MAKE US PROVE IT!

PFLUEGER'S
The Home of Good Shoes

HOTEL ARRIVALS
let-- ,

hall that the budget lor 1913 will be
New York, Oct. 22. Personal
PALACE.
ters have been sent by Commander near 200 million dollars. For 1912 it
C. H. Strong, New York City.
Eva Booth to officers of' the army sol- - was about 189 million dollars. "We
Bird S. Coler, Brooklyn.
L. S. Wilson, Raton.
diers and the pastors of churches are doing what we can to keep it
the country asking their i0w 200 million dollars," said a
C. E. Lewis, Denver.
Officers who can afford, her of the budget committee of the
P. A. Swartz, Baltimore.
C. S. Quickel, Albuquerque.
it are asked to give $10 apiece to the board of estimate, "but I venture to
A. G. Graham, Albuquerque.
fund, and their wives are invited to say that it will be very near that
For particulars and illustrated cata:
E. S. Rimpert, St. Louis.
a like amount. The rank and filelUre."
logue, address,
Com-i
a girl of 9 walked slowly south on E. S. Johnson, St. Louis.
are asked to give $1 each.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
Summer Burkhart, Albuquerque.
mander Booth appeals to pastors of Second avenue Thursday afternoon
street dropped un- - W. D. Gottlied, Cincinnati.
all churches to become responsible and at
USE THE
for $5, or take up a special collection. conscious. She was carried into a
Sophia Gilchrist, East Las Vegas.
Jack F. Davis, Portsmouth, Ohio.
More details of the plan of the Sal- neighboring drug store and Doctor
R. J. Murphy, Albuquerque.
vation Army for schools for its work- Prout came in an ambulance from
to
Flower
revive
Chiin
one
Hospital.
Failing
and
New
York
ers one in
MONTEZUMA.
to her at once, Doctor Prout gave her
cago, to constitute a memorial
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
General William Booth, were made left foot a twist and drew forth a leg
and placed it on the counter. "It's
DISTRIBUTOR OF
J. Maginnis, Denver.
public today. The army will hold a
Jack McNeill, St. Louis.
nation-widtag day election day to cork," explained the doctor.
W. H. Pitts, Fort Worth.
SHORTEST LINE TO
When the battle ships of the Atlanhelp get the $550,000 It wants to found
tic fleet sailed out of New York harJ. W. Collier, Estancia.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
the schools.
Leo Smith, Toltec.
The schools in New York and Chi-- ! bor a few days ago many of the men
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Wafers made from Pure Distilled
S. T. Schenck, Pittsburg, Pa.
a
carried
with
of
them
souvenir
the
accommodates
each
at
present
cago
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
G.
R. Schenck, Philadelphia.
The
visit
here.
iast
the
fleet
The
Sunday
only forty or fifty students.
F. G. Slaughter, Wolf, Wyo.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
heads of the army say they can use was in the harbor a company of 115
Howard Eaton, Wolf, Wyo.
workers by the hundreds if they can young persons visited the vessels
Mrs. A. J. Hughes, San Francisco.
and
to
as
distributed
bibles
24,600
elecbelieved
get them ready. It is
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
battle ships.
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
tion day will be the best day of the many men on thirty-twW. H. Melrose, Aurora, la.
were presented by the New
year on which to appeal to the public. These
York Bible society, which also pre- Harry English, Chicago.
Nearly everybody gets out then and
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
H. B. Sower, Taos.
the army officials believe nearly ev- sented a handsomely engrossed copy.
L. T. Cahill, Springer.
Oster-hausto
the
of
Rear
Bible
Admiral
and
humor
in
gena
is
good
erybody
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
CORONADO.
erous mood.
James T. Donahoe, Edgar, Neb.
The pulmotor, a new machine for
e
The girls in the high school of
Juan L. Quintana, City.
use altogether too much paint to producing artificial respiration, was
Teofllo Martinez, City.
used
on
assuccessfully Friday night
beautify their complexion, was the
John
Kniley, Alamosa.
sertion made yesterday by Miss Old- Sarah Cangiolisi, who was unconG. W. Slover, Alamosa.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
scious
an
After
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
from
hour
and
gas.
stud
of
who
has
the
girl
charge
ham,
EUROPEAN.
ents. "You girls are too prolific in a half the woman recovered consciousJohn W. Collier, Estancia.
Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
the use of paint and rouge and you ness and will recover.
Marcos C. de Baca, City.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the
to
New Mexican want ads. always
from
arrivals
the
will have
of Kennedy, New Mexico,
Among
stop
practice it
England
Sanchez,
W. Bermuster Denver.
Sept. 11, 1912.
No. 09703.
bring returns.
once," said Miss Oldham. "We do on a steamer that docked a day or! Cleofes Romero, Las
who, on March 5, 1909, made Homeis
Notice
Andres
that
Vegas.
given
hereby
Department of the Interior, U. 8. not care to be treated to moving pic- two ago were the earl of Leven and
for
G. Gonzales of Glor'ieta, N. M., who, stead Application No.
Harry Cronenberg, Raton.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. tures in this school and neither do Sir Sydney Herbert.
S.
SW.
Lot
and
3, Section 5,
on
made
9,
1907,
homestead
apSept.
24, 1912.
we want any Galate.as or living oil
They are quite young, and were!
Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
WORDS FROM HOME.
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New
clad
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
in
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a
This
here.
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around
latest
pubthe
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British
NE
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paintings
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Section
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Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who lic school and not an art gallery."
fashion clothing that stuck to their Statements That Maw
final
15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P. Ilotice of intention to make
Township
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on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
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to
was said yesterday at the city anatomies from neck to ankle, hata
establish
claim
the
land
It
proof,
filed
has
notice
of
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intention
Fe
Santa
Meridian,
Citizens.
Testlnmony
Entry No. 09703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
that rested on their ears and their
to make final five year proof, to es- above described, before Register and
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 K,
collars. The earl wore tan spats and
When a Santa Fe citizen comes to tablish claim to the land above de- Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has Tuberculosis
a
on
his
the
watch
wrist.
front, telling his friends and scribed, before the Register or Re- Fe, New Mexico, on the Gth day of
Remedy.
3filed notice of intention to make
of his experience, you can ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov. December, 1912.
neighbors
To
meet this beautiful and interest-year Proof, to establish claim to thej
Based on Medicine ine nair
as
Claimant names
re'y on hIs sincerity. The statements 16. 1912.
witnesses:
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n
the
land above described, before Register
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Tn say that u specific exists for the cure
Claimant names as witnesses:
Florenclo Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
flocked acrm. rho nWfc aft,, intor iof People residing in far away places!
or Receiver, V. S Land Office, Santa of Consumption
is porlinps too strong a
8.
Nov. 6, 7
not command
ur confidence,
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Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
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viewing some persons of prominence ?r
Ii live n medicine
that IniH been the mean
Home endorsement is the kind that Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador Kennedy, New Mexico.
at quarantine.
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backs Doan s Kidney Pills. Such tes- - ' Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ness, a iid in permiinently
Claimant names as witnesses:
benefiting n
The boy earl glared.
larffc minilirr of Consumptive.
is convincing.
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MANUEL R. OTERO
Reeister.
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A.
Charles
Ser
u
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n
George
'I've been expecting you,' he said,
Tweedy,
Certainly person afflicted with
proves it true. Below is a statement
disease should he well fed with wholeingo, T. P. Delgado, Daraasio Mon
Register.
in
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tone.
"I've
heard
peeved
some, nourishing food, but frequently raw
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skillful individuals, namely, Harry
Forbes, Frank ie Neil, Jimmy Britt,
IB interested ana snouia Know
Young Corbett, Jack Johnson, Abe
pDOUt the wonderful
Johnny Coulon and Johnny
MARVEL
Whirling Spray
Titled fighters were outnumThe new Vaginal Syrlnga.
most
convenient. 15
Best
to
to one by titled boxers.
bered
cleanses instantly
Gibbons, McFarland, Johnson, Coulon
your druggist for it.
and Kilbane are not pupils of a new Ask
If he cannot sunDly tr
school. They have seen and heard MARVEL, accept no otherT'ajF hut send stamn for illustrated
enough to realize the advantage of
m
It L'ivcs full partlcu will
nnftrJfrrr.tions i..viluable to ladles,
science and speed over strength and lar
MARVEL CO., 44Easl23a Street. Its lark
bulldog spirit and have studied to develop the artistic Bide. And the boys
who laud ten blows to one live best smile when visitors come to see
longer. In these days of large purses it his "show." Roswell News.
is not surprising that the peers of
MAN IS A PEROXIDE BLONDE.
ringdom are expert in cleverness.
Cleveland, Oct. 22. Evidence that
the peroxide blondes or blonds' are
HER FRIEND
not all, females was adduced in
when Sam Berman was
SHOT HER AND
arraigned on a charge of theft. . .
THEN SUICIDED Sam faced the court with a .mop' of
waving green.
"Where did you get that hair?" deSalina, K;,a., Oct. 22. Mrs. W. R.
Cox, who was found unconscious in manded Judge Levine.
"I got tired of black hair and
her home alter having been shot, today admitei..t to the police that she thought I'd become a blonde," replied
had been firf d upon by her close Sam, disgustedly. "I used peroxide
friend, Mrs. Carl Ward, who a short and now the darned stuff is fading
time later committed suicide by shoot- out.'V
He was given a suspended sentence
jumping into a cistern.
ing herself
on
the theft charge and rushed out
to
Cox
shot
which
the
.irs.
According
struck her may have been fired acci- - to get a haircut.
rtent.lv. as Mn. Ward had shown her
the revolver Just prior to the shoot- - TIME TABLE ALL
Jug.
LOCAL TRAINS
SON NOT FATHER'S SLAYER.
coro22.
The
Denver, Colo., Oct.
The following are the tlaie table
ner's jury, at Brighton today, declined
of the local railroads:
to connect Howard E. Ross,
messenger oy, with the death of his
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
lather, Albei t E. Ross. According to
Leave
the authorities, the elder toss was
8:10 a. m., to connect With. No. 3
shot last Saturday by his son who was
and No. 10 eastbound.
westbound
endeavoring to protect his stepmother
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
from abuse by his parent. The verdict of the coroner's jury stated that p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 P. m. to
"Albert Roe3 came to his death from a
connect
with No. 1 westbound and No.
name
did
not
but
the
wound,"
gunshot
i
lad as the tne who fired the shot. Di- Z eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in
rect inform :it ion will be filed against
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
young Ross, charging him with the
with No. 7 westbounj and No. 4
nect
to
the prosecutshooting, uncording
eastbound
ing attorney's office.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
BABES BURN.
MOTHER

Every Woman PAQTjRNftL SOCIETIES

At-tel- l,

MASCNJ.C.

Kil-ban-

ed.

(This is the third of the Daily New.
Mexican stories intended to instruct
the boys of Santa Fe in the fundamentals of football. The stories are writ-- '
ten by a member of the Daily Xew
Mexican staff, who has had a great
deal of experience as coach of youthful football teams. Editor).

block or tackle; but remember, there
11 men on each team, and it is a
good general policy to put out of the
play the man who may stop your man
with the ball.
is up to you to do
It without fail,, even at the cost of
going out of the play yourself.
Whether you, in the interferercc,
go on or not, Is nowhere near as

i

are

'It

important as seeing that the would-ttackier does not go on.
When men who realise this block
a ir.au, the Spectators may think he
has tackled him but he does not.
The blocker shoots out for those
flying things just the same, but tis
arms are close to his body, and it is
me impact, mat Dnngs
me
down
wueu me oouy is uinjw.i
sideways It is as effective as a tackle.
Fiacttce it.
Speed is positively necessary in
The runners
tackling and blocking.
try to outguess the defenders on
ihe time and direction of the lunge.
They hoy sideways, lengthen or
shorten their stride just a fraction, to
make the tackle or blocker miss, and
if it is up to the defender to go
at runner or interference bo fast that
he will not have the time to figure
out a trick to dodge.
(Handling the ball will be discussed in the next story).
e

TACKLING SHOULD BE INSTINCTIVE; BLOCKING IS ALL IMPORT-

ANT.

Tackling weakness means the
ual loss of hundreds of yards a season
iu a team's defensive playing, while
not knowing how to block is equally
costly to the defense.
Take tackling first: There is but one
way to stop the man with the ball.
He must be grasped firmly about the
thighs, with the arms, and the weight
ol the tackler's body must be behind
tho arms.
Other ways may be effective, sometimes, but the man who gets hold
ana hangs on between the waist and
s
kuees downs his man always.
able to shake off this sort of
to purchase one,- a tackling dummy Is
an expensive proposition, although
Its use will pay, in effective tackling
during the. games. ,t
act-

'

'

-

THIRD

k

drop-kic-

was used long beThe
fore the application of the kick in a
place-kic-

t

tuckling occur about once in a football
generation.
Unless several teams bund together
Not having the dummy, give the
backfleld every bit of practice pos- sible, tackling players.
Taking a
man in motion, time after time, from
different angles, teaches the tackier
to make the best use of his ability.
In the actual game, opportunities to
tackle bob up unexpectedly, when
players are off balance and unpre- -

k

Place-kick- s
scrimmage was thought out.
for goal after a touchdown had
been in use for years. Place-kick- s
whereby the
following a
catching side has earned the right to
were long in use.
a free-kicThe idea of using the place-kicfair-catc-

k

itu-hie-

pared. The trained tackier will get
his man when the untrained will miss
iii in.

j

Where 50 men tackle properly nil
effectively, five know how to block,
n.v blocking is meant, taking off a
tackier; in other words,, acting as
interference.
It is surprising how
few varsity players, otherwise goo,
men, know how to block.
Lots of players believe they should
not put themselves out of a play to

under the trying circumstances of a
scrimmage developed into tangible results in 1897. The first time it was
used was in a game between Notre
Dame and Chicago universities.
The Notre Dame coach, Earl Herring, developed and practiced the
play before going into the game, but
he doubted its legality.
beconsulted
the
referee
Herring
fore the game, explained the play,
and asked his opinion. John C. Karel
of Wisconsin, known to football fame
as "Iky" Karel, was the referee, and
he decided the play to be legal. Karel
is now Judge Karel of Milwaukee.
During this game Notre Dame
fought the ball into Chicago's territory and on the first attempt negotiated a goal from placement from the
line, scoring five points.
Following the introduction of the
play by Notre Dame in 1897, it became a regular part of the aggressive
play of the football teams of the
country. The east adopted it and J.
R. De Witt of Princeton, became the
of that section.
first great place-kicDe Witt's
In 1901, 1902 and 1903,
place kicking caused trouble for all
the teams on the Princeton schedules.
Pete Houser, Carlisle, is probably
r
ever develthe greatest
oped. He mastered the art, and with
of his teammates, be
the
came a constant scoring asset for the
Indians.
P. J. O'Dea, Wisconsin, was a great
d

k

place-kicke-

drop-kicke-

n

k

. ..

THE MODERN "PLACE KICK"

....
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d

nine-tenth-

j

7:30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation
second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
ARTHUR
:

7:30 p.. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. p.
SELIGMAr,

;

i

,

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8 : 50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. V
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Ft, 11:30

p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY,

ail"

JAMES A. MASSIE,

"

......

E.
Santa Fe LodgeNO.
P. O. E.,
460, B.
holds its regular,
session on the sec
and fourth
ond
Wednesday of each
month. Visit ing
brothers are invited and welcome.

B. P. O.

FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P. M. A. LIENAU,

Secretary.
Santa

Fe

13514,

M.

ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING-- Clerk.
,

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge

meets
regularly
every 'Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
: In Odd Fellows Hall.
Rooms
.':
Visiting broth-er- g
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
always welcome.

Capital City Bank Building,

.

17-1- 8

G. W. PR1CHARD,

FRATERNAL

Attorney and Counselor at Law. . .
'Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to casea
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

t.Lodge.No.

ar--

-

Do-ha- d

x

t,

:

s

well-bein-

cloth-boun-

d

UNION OF AMERICA.
269,

holds

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

TO

ADVfcrt-TISE-

?

Tell your story to
2,000,000

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise
ment In 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING

J.

F.

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main

its regular.

month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

Attorney-at-La-

selected from the exposition room
of the Pecos valley fair recently held,
have been so arranged at the commercial club rooms that during any time
of the year, the visitor may be given
an insight into the real mission of
AGENCY,
Pecos valley boosters.
Taos, New Mexico.
An entire room has been set apart
for the purpose of the exhibit and
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
over the walls, and to the ceiling the
Dentist.
products of agriculture and horticulOver Spitz Jewelry Store. ....
ture fill the entire space. A neat
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
frame at one end has been arranged Phone Red 6.
to accommodate large jars, in which
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
fruits are preserved,
And by Appointment
A large
cabbage head
graces the table, upon wnich wonderfully
M. DIAZ,
big onions from the Lakewood
DR.
district hold the honors for big onDON GASPAR
ions. Corn stalks stand over 15 feet RESIDENCE,
AVE
high. Apples and other fruits evaporated make an interesting showing.
1 Phone, 220 Red
The blue ribbon watermelon lies modWEST SIDE PLAZA
OFFICE,
estly in a corner on the floor, while
on
their
take
giant pumpkins
place
Phone, 237 Black
another side. Many varieties of seeds
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
OFFICE
of plate exhibitions line a table. Indifrom
condition
the
cating
healthy
which these enormous fruits spring. L.
MURRAY, M. D.,
The showing is open to all and SecPHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
retary Wiggins always puts on his

TRANSPORT IS SAFE.
WHITE GIRL
Washington, D. C, Oct.
STICKS TO
naval transport Prairie which had
not been heard from since October 2,
BIG NEGRO
and for whose Bafety fears were
tertained, arrived safely at San
Chicago, III., Oct. 22. The federal
!mingo City last night.
grand jury today began its investigation of charges that Jack Johnson,
the pugilist violated the Mann law
in his relations with Lucile Cameron,
a 19 year old white girl.
T,
h
Mrs. Cameron-Falconeof Minneapolis, the girl's mother, and Lucile,
who has been held in the Rockford jail
in default
of $25,000 bond, were
among the witnesses. The mother
again pleaded with the girl to give
up the negro champion and also to
tell the jurors all she could regarding
her relations with the negro.
"Jack" Curley, fight promoter, who
,!t
was wanted in connection with the
case, appeared at the federal building and said he was ready to tell all
A search
he knew about the affair.
was made for him yesterday but he
could not be located. Curley said
that Johnson and the Cameron girl
had been at his home only twice. The HOW TO PRESERVE YOUTH AND BEAUTY.
first time was to meet her mother, he
One great secret of youth and beauty (or the young woman or the mother is
Every woman,
said, and the other time when the the proper understanding of her womanly system and
or old, should know herself and her physical make up. A good way ta
champion came to ask him to look young
at this knowledge is to get a good doctor book, such for instance, as " The
after his proposed' fights in Australia. arrive
People's Common Sense Medical Adviser," by R. V. Pierce, M. D., which can
cents for
readily be procured by sending thirty-on- e
copy, addressing
PRAIRIE OIL CO.
Dr. Pierce, at Buffalo, N. Y.
The womanly system is a delicate machine which can only be compared to the inPAYS DIVIDENDS.
tricate mechanism of a beautiful watch which will keep in good running order only
with good care and the proper oiling at the right time, so that the delicate mech
Independence, Kas., Oct. 22. A
anism may not De worn out. Very many times young women
of six dollars a share, payable
get old or run dotvn before their time through ignorance and
November 30, to stockholders of rec-- I
the improper handling of this human mechanism. Mental
to-I
ord on November 9, was declared
depression, a confused heat1, backache, headache, or hot
flashes and many symptoms of derangement of the womanly
day by the Prairie Oil and Gas com-- I
pany.
system can be avoided by a proper understanding of what to
do, in those trying times that come to all women.
to
You
cannot
Jate
up
get
printing
Mas. G. II. Williams, of Lynnhaven, Va.. wrote: "It Is six years
HAVGHTON.
PERCY
since ir.y health save way. 1 had female trouble and all the doctors
CAPT. PERCY WENDELL AND COACH
unless you have
msterlaj
( I employed three ) said 1 would die. I wan not able to do my work,
answered to and faculties. The New Mexican
had to hire someone all the time. Finally. I read in the papers about
You'd scarcely think that these squared jawed chaps
Pr. Picnre's Favorite Prescription, and decided to try it. I had not
a pair of corkers, too. On Printing Cospany has both, and a
taken but one bottle until I found it had done me (rood. I took, in all,
the name of Percy. But they do, and they're
five bottles of 'Favorite Prescription' and two of 'Golden Medical
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
field leader, and on the
the left is Captain Wendell, the Harvard footballfor "fair Harvard a grid- orders are alwayi assured personal at
Discovery,' and now 1 am able to do all my housework, and have trained
DOUniifi- - I bHvim all vnrrwn whn mtftfr tram fMn.U trouble
fourteen
is
who
responsible
right Head Coach Haughton,
to try your ' l'avorite Prescription.'
lias. Wii.i.taks,
It's the only medicine an earth."
tentiou.
season.
iron interpretation and development this
22.-rrT-

HARRY D. MOULTON,

EXHIBIT.

attractive
attractive

Camp
W. A.

meets second Tuesday each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING
A beautiful land most
A beautiful and most

32,

Venerable Master.

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

Chas. F. Easley, - Cha. R. Eatley,
EASLEY & EASLEY,
phoid fever, with a knife and a pistol
and that he had shot her in
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
As the woman lay on the floor,
Practice in the" Courts and before
the husband says she told him: "Well, Land Department.
George, you'd better finish me." So
Land grants and titles examined.
he shot her again. Currier was form- Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
erly an inmate of the Napa insane
N. M.
asylum.
FINE

C.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

d

Wol-gas-

exceptions
champions have been boxers with a
punch. They knew how to defend
themselves and tricked out the opening that gave them the upper hand.
Under Queensberry rules Corbett was
the first exponent of the intricacies of
the game.. "Gentlemen Jim" devel
oped his footwork and a tantalizing
left jab. Jack McAliffe, the first
lightweight champion was the possessor of a crafty brain and a wonderfijl- ful knowledge of the fine points of
boxing.
Moreover, he was a terrific
hitter.
Charley Mitchell was a man of ao
He made a study of
complishment.
his profession. The only thing he
lacked was the finishing touch in the
shape of a wallop. He knocked out
but one opponent during his career,
Frank Slavin. Jem Carney, light
weight champior of- England, who
fought McAliffe for four hours and
fifty-siminutes, was a master of the
old London and Queensberry rules.
He is considered by many to have
been the best man at his weight Great
Britain ever produced. He knew the
entire game.
A magnificent ring general and a
heavy man was Tommy Ryan. Tommy
knew his trade to the final detail. Kid
McCoy was a master of finesse and a
trickster. Of Gans it may be recorded
he was problably the greatest combination of boxer and fighter the lightweight division ever recognized. In
sizing up a situation an for ingenuity
of style Jack Dempsey had few equals.
Frank Erne's name recalls a peerless
boxer. George Dixon was a finished
workman.
In various eras of pugilism America
has been represented by the following

E.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Passengers for the Belen
Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 ai
heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
querque at 7:55 P. m. instead of 2:21

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

.

Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

p. m.

a. m.

!

E

Secretary!

n

POSED ESPECIALLY FOR THE NEW

j

Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall at

'

-

ABOUT THE FIGHTERS.
Most
pugilistic champions were
clever men. Few holders of titles had
DRUNK;
naught but strength and the power of
Buhl, Minn., Oct. 22. A policeman
resistence.
Science
Is
well
developed
r
and is credited far more
place and
who was taking Mrs. Nicholas Matt-soprofitable than the ability to
and place-kicwith the longest drop-kicto jail cn a charge of drunkenness
take a punch or to give one.
from scrimmage ever made in
Boxers never like to get hit, but the yesterday. ; lopped at a school for her
America.
O'Dea dropped a goal fact is more evident
son to go home and care
today with
two children.
against Northwestern from the
her
olher
for
Mike
Gibbons, Packey
Johnny Kilbane,
line. He made a place-kicfrom
The boy, finding the house cold and
Coulon and Jack
McFarland,
Johnny
the
line against Illinois.
Johnson as leaders of the manly art. the childre n crying, lighted a big fire
Parke H. Davis, Princeton, '93, now They want to land
s
of the in a grate. He then went out to proS well known lawyer in Pennsylvania,
to eat and, returning
cure somt-ihinblows struck, and usually they do.
has compiled a record of goals made j Approximately
found the house burned to the ground
times
the
rule
eight
in 25 series had variations. Born
from drop and place-kick- s
fighters always and in the ruins the charred bodies
of games. It begins with eastern are
to
cause
set
standard se- of his brother and sister, aged reapt
any
games of the '70s and includes also vere annoyance. John L. Sullivan did spectively 3 years and 11 months.
a few teams of the west. This list not need to know how to feint and
THEN HE STABBED HER.
shows 148 goals in important match- prance on his feet. His strength
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 22. Mrs. Anna
es.
swept away all opposition until Cor- O'Donnell was stabbed to death by
The eastern teams are credited with bett stepped up with his then unmatch- Leonardo Morreale in a down-tow124 goals and the western teams with ed cleverness.
George Lavigne had cafe last night while the room was
24. ' Fourteen eastern teams, howev- no use for science. When he had crowded with men and women diners.
er, are considered in this list and for learned how to punch properly he be- Morreale then plunged the knife into
a period of 34 years. Three western came a terror and remained one until his own heart and fell dead. Morreale
teams are considered, covering 45 Frank Erne was encountered. It is recently came here from Dayton, Ohio,
years. This gives the eastern teams said of Terry McGovern that when and become acquainted with Mrs.
r
about
of a goal per team an infant five months old he tore all O'Donnell shortly after her husband,
It gives the west a little of the ribs out of his. cradle because went to San Diego, Calif., where he inyear.
per'
more than half a goal per team per his mother slapped his pudgy hands tended to start in business.
All things equal, McGovern could have
AND HE DID IT.
year.
The fact brought out by this com- whipped any featherweight boxer that
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 22. "I've
pilation is the prevalence of kicking ever lived.
just killed my wife," said a voice on
t the telephone at police headquarters
in western football.
Joe Wolcott, Bat kelson, Ad.
come get me in
"You'd
Tomorrow the third story of this to beand Bob Fitzsimmons were meant atoday. before better
I kill myself." At the
on the day they entered
hurry
fighters
about
the
series, telling
development the world. Sullivan, Nelson, Lavigne, address given the police found Mrs.
of the shift formation.
McGovern
and Fitz were fighting Alice Currier lying dead on the kitfreaks. Jim Jeffries was a made chen floor. George, her husband, told
the police that his wife had attacked
fighter.
Aside from the
noted, him in a delirium resulting from ty-

ATI

Washington, D. C, Oct. 22. No witnesses were examined today by the
senate committee investigating campaign contributions. The members
met in executive session and it was
that a number of witnesses
been subpoenaed for tomorrow.

At If

SPOT IN FOOTBALL HISTORY.

BIG

IT'S QUEER NOBODY THOUGHT
OF THE "PLACE KICK" TILL
ROMANTIC
STORY
1897 THE
OF ITS EARLY VICTORIES.
The writer of these romantic football stories is a brilliant western
coach who starred at Wisconsin In
1894, and has had splendid success
coaching Colorado, Wisconsin and
Ohio state university teams. He is
full of football history, and here gives
the New Mexican- another of the high
spots ' in the game. Sporting Editor.
(By John R. Richards.)
A new way of scoring was Invented
with the first use of the place-kicfrom scrimmage. This kick is made
by placing a player from eight to
twelve yards behind center, to whom
the ball is passed by the center. Another player stands a few feet back
of this first man, and as the ball is
placed on the ground and held in position, ,the second player kicks it.
All this is done while the line and
disengaged backs are blocking opponents to prevent spoiling the kick.
The place is a little slower than the

f

TAOKLKD HARD AND SURE.

Run-nejr-

THE

I

1

1912.

22,

2879,

Brother,

hood of American Yoemen.
Meets first Fr-

iday

of the

at the
Firemen's Hall.
month

H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Are You a Seller? An advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers. .

WILLIAM

FARAH

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst

1

A Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins !
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey

will make you forget your
troubles I

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

IMPORTED

and DOMESTIC
255

San Francisco St.

rifiAD
v'lvmRJ
Phone 239 W

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

PRICE, $165.00

With Imported rVfagneto.
without a doubt with trouble

Motorcycle
left at the factory.

68.

MRS. DR. BROWN
is Going to Practice With
DR. R. H. MILLER.

LI GET SILEBT AND KELIAELK.
Specialty . , Obstetric.
1 15 Grant Ave., Santa Fe
PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe

Office,

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor."

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES. LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

'I
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

Established

22,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1912.

PER&mAL&lMTUATION

1903

Incorporated

1856

1

JUST REGEI ED !

PAGE FIVE.

GROWS

OU'LL AGREE WITH US. that our
windows this week are showing the
FINEST DISPLAY OF
S
MILLINERY AND LADIES' TAILORED GARMENTS ever shown in this city. Ask to see

V

TELEPHONES
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W,

Mexico

The
City, Mex., Oct.
rebel movement undc?r Felix Diaz
A. G. Graham, a salesman from Algenerally regarded here as dwindling
buquerque, is in the city.
in
There has been no gen
Mrs. A. J. Hughes, of San Francis eralstrength.
as was expected in
conflagration
co, is a visitor in the city.
many quarters at the start of t'ie
Cleofes Romero, formerly warden rebellion, although there is a strong!
of the state penitentiary, is here from suspicion that many government oili-- i
Las Vegas.
cers and employes as well us army
A. Ross, the well known lumber men are simply waiting the trend of
'man from the Duke City, is here on events to espouse the winning side.

HIGH-CLAS-

the rebel lines by Captain Union, and
was couched in most polite terms, concluding with the intimation that if
A New and
Line of
the rebels did not surrender,
duty
would oblige the federal commander
to use force.
General Felix Diaz., replying to the!
note, thanked General Beltram and
said he was sorry the situation would
and convince yourself
we
compel him to offer a forcible defense.
At the same time, he asked General
The result of the expected conflict Beltran to fix the longest possible1
business.
A Fine'Assorment Of Colors in all
Summers Burkhart, the. well known between the rebels and the federal time for the evacuation of the cliy,
attorney and democrat, is here from troops at Vera Cruz is awaited a:ix-- by the
the Duke City.
n.uaij( un an Hiueo mm n win navel uenerai Diaz then sent copies of
S. Spitz, the well known jeweler much to do with swaying the waver-- ! both communications to the foreign
NOBBY VE L VETS, VELOURS & BEAVERS
counsels, asking that foreigners in
and prominent in Masonic circles. Is ing elements of the population.
Government officials profess to re- - the city should make an inventory f
in Albuquerque attending grand lodge
gard the delay as working to their; the effects left behind when they mov-- !
sessions.
Holm O. Bursum, former chairman auvaiuage ana appear in no Hurry to ed out and promising to Indemnify:
the issue to trial by "iiiuai,
ua soon as uoHHiDie tor tlie dam- of the republican state central com- put
rather to weaken the couraso" age that might result from tii i,t.
ferring
is in the city. "No politics, of the
mittee,
A SPECIAL SALE of the latest in Ladies Misses' and Chil
rebels by a siege.
tie.
ALSO THE CELEBRATED VON GOL HATS
just private business," he said. Mr. TJius far,
Diaz also sent a communi-hav- e
General
dren s Cloaks. The lowest prices we have ever named.
minor
defections
only
Bursum received many callers this
been reported from the federal catton to Captain Hughes, commander
The Correct Styles for Men. These TQ flf!
afternoon.
a
WATCH AND WAIT We have purchased from the
or the whole of tIle I'nited
side,
States cruiser Dos
Mr. and Mrs. George G. Brimmer, of the including of part
in All Colors
best tailoring establishment in
Moines,
Shapes for Only . . Ju.UU
that
Tierra
he
:
garrison
would conduct
saying
Bhtnca, San-of St. Louis, who have been here for ta Lucrecia,
New York City a large
and some towns tIle situation according to interna-iTuxpam
LADIES' AND MISSES' SUITS
several weeks, left for their home
the states of Oaxaca and Jalisco. tional Iaw alui specifically saying, "it
DENT
LADIES' AND
consignment of . .
In the latter state a conllict is being ij unnecessary to disembark Ameri-wageyesterday. Mr. Brimmer has artistic
in Whip Cord and Serges. They should be here next week.
The Gloves
Wear.
ability and he declares that the trip
between the interim governor, can marines on my account."
Keep your open for the announcement of their arrival. It
around circle drive and the view of Robles Gil, and the governor-elect,- !
Tlle federal commander also ad!
will pay you. We are going to turn them quick.
CALL
the "divide" make a sight fit for all Portillo Y. Rojas, the former declin-- , dressed file American consul, saying:
America to see.
ing to surrender office. There is a! "l 8na" not attack the city befoie
llPse of 21 hours and during that
strong sentiment in favor of the inter-!tllim governor and also of Felix )jaz, nine Americans should seek safety."
CHECKS AS EVIDENCE.
ADDLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
CO.
General Diaz has since asked Gen- H
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 22. Checks ior wnom an uprising is momentarily
eral Beltran to name the time and E.
were Identified by Miss Alary C. Dye expected.
could
at the dynamite conspiracy trial :is Atlixico, near Pueblo; Sultepec, in place at which
having been issued to various defend- - the state of Mexico, and Cncutila, and pass both lines.
Captain Hughes 1ms conferred with
in the state of Jlorelos,
jants out of the funds of the Interna-- ; Cuenavaca,
tional Association of Bridge and are said today to be threatened with Commodore Azueta, the federal comINSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Structural Iron Workers. Miss Dye, attack from the followers of Zapata. mander, as to what would be his atIt is also reported that numerous titude during the fighting.
Commowho was bookkeeper for J. J.
dore Azueta promised not to partisecretary of the union, when bands of followers of Orozco are busy
One of
most com
cipate nor to fire in the direction of
UNITED
BANK &
he was conducting a dynamite cam- to the south of Torreon.
the
city.
General
modern
homes in
who
is
testified
Blanquet,
that many checks
plete
paign,
bringing
Captain Hughes then warned Hie
made payable to Eugene A. Clancy, most of the available troops of the
of
Fe.
&an f rancisco. were ehareed un as north to the capital, is reported to commodore that any breach of his
se woula l)e considered a hos- ule way tnrougn Monterey andr
"advance to Clancy." The govern- FIVE ROOMS, SLEEPING PORCH, BATH, HEAT, BEST OF LOCATIONS
uie act toward the United States.
nient charges the money was used to alo"S tie Aational railroad.
Commodore
Azueta
will
Vicks-burtne
united
States
Does
keep the
promote explosions. The check book,
gunboat
For Price and Terms Inquire of
guns of his vessel trained on the
is reported at Hermosillo.
containing thousands of Btubs, was
Island
of
Ululoa
in
order to prevent
Monterey, Mex., Oct. 22. Thirty
only one of the 700 exhibits which the
government was required to identify federal officers including the captains prisoners escaping from the jail.
Your Patronage Solicited
Wharf Xo. 4 is the neutral zone fori
before the examination of Ortie E. and lieutenants of several regiments
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
JIcManigal and other important wit- stationed here, deserted the army to- the shelter of foreigners. The waie-- i
'
nesses.
day. They left eastward in automo- houses are to be placed under rnm.
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
:
ixi
IF ITSREAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IL
The Des
Further widening of the scope of biles, carrying arms and ammunition maud of Captain Hughes.
monies is to do moved to this wharf
evidence to be Introduced at the dy- and cheering for Felix Diaz.
J. B. LAMY,
and such measures as are
considered
namite conspiracy was ordered in rulwasmngton, D. C, Oct. 22. Repnecessary will be taken for the proresentations
have
been
made
to
A.
Federal
B. Anderings by
Judge
son today.
City that American property in tection of foreign interests
A,ii.
When the government
ion to tne zone will be obtainable
began calling foremen of jobs where vera uruz must he safeguarded. The only
means
of
by
a
card from one of
explosions occurred, U. S. Senator J. Madero government has assured the the
foreign consulates.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
W. Kern, counsel for the 65 defend- United States it will be.
FURNITURE CO.
The
Ward
line
steamer
Two Acres in Orchard and
Private despatches today from Juan and
Seguranca
ants, objected on the ground that dethe German steamer Steigwald
tails of explosions were not material Sanchez Azcona, secretary to PresiEight-roo- m
Smalt
Are Showing This Week
to the government charges of Illegal dent Madero, say a combined attack have also been placed under the orand Other
ders of Captain Hughes and will take
House,
interstate shipment of explosives.
by the loyal land and naval forces to
A Complete Line of
on board.
Vera Cruz is expected at any foreigners
Buildings.
District Attorney Charles W. MiThe city is quiet, but merchants
ller held that the evidence was rele- moment.
and storekeepers bolted and barricadSIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE-P- art
of
The dispatches minimize the impor- ed their
vant as tending to show a motive.
doors last night, feeling that
tance
18
Trees in Bearing.
in Alfalfa
Judge Anderson overruled the objec- ment of the Diaz revolutionary move- pillage might be done.
and declare that many enemies
tion and also overruled another obThe rebels have made
y2 Mile from
All; Under
of the Madero government do not fasome
that
of
overt
the
acts
jection
for defense of the oitv preparations
Tim Ui.vY,
II
vor
it.
With the exception of some
as charged were eliminated by the
defections In the 21st batalllion, the points in the suburbs have been proi! LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
statute of limitations.
vided
dispatches say the army and navv Deen with artillery and outposts have
i!
"Any overt act tending to show a are
stationed still farther away to
to
Madero.
loyal
Conspiracy is competent," said Judge
give the alarm as soon as the fedeit
Vera Cruz, Mex Oct. 22. A de- ral
Anderson.
troops begin to advance.
W. M. Little, superintendent of a mand for the surrender of the city
There is a
current of opinion
construction company which built was sent yesterday by General Bel- in the city strong
that the federal troops
the
tran,
commander of the federal will ultimately
structures
in Cleveland, Ohio,
in
UNDERTAKING A
join the movement of
1907, told of tile dynamiting
of a troops. The letter was brought to Felix Diaz.
Red
189.
Phone,
bridge on Parma road, near Cleveland,
on December 31, that year, and of
:
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
a viaduct at Mill creek, in Cleveland, POLICE TESTIFY AGAINST ETTOR. NOWHERE ON THE
FACE OF THE
the same night. Little said after the
EARTH IS THERE ANOTHER
Salem, Mass., Oct. 22. Joseph J.
explosion he found 71 sticks of dySANTA FE.
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
namite in a suit case at Mill creek Kttor took an unusually active interand also some dynamite at the Parma est in the examination 'of witnesses to(Continued from page one).
read bridge which had failed to ex- day in his trial with Arturo Giovannit-ti- .
LINE of
and Joseph Caruso, charged with
plode. He said his firm had been
Of
the murder of Anna Lopi'zzo during strength and proper weight.
working on an "open shop" basis
the Lawrence strike. As counsel for course it must be used in moderation
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
by some people and a correct posture
P. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jack- the defenadtns,
we carry two desirable patterns, the
Law in
sitting must be maintained."
sonville, Texas, says: "I was down rence police officials relating to his
AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
DIANA
Mr. Pahl said that in New York he
License Numbers,
with kidney trouble and rheumatism movements at the crucial
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
periods of did Marathon
sc
I
bad
could hardly get up, and had the industrial outbreak, Ettor, standbicycle rides, pacing
Next Door to Postoffice.
SanFcrSco
Reliable Jeweler
backache all the time, and was almost ing in prisoner's cage, conferred with some of the great runners for six
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley his attorneys almost
days.
continually, emXew Mexican want ad6. always
Kidney Pills and after taking one phasizing his remarks with gestures.
bottle I was better, and when I had Michael A. Moore, a Lawrence police- bring returns.
taken two more I was thoroughly man, testified that he saw Ettor before
cured." For sale bv all Druggists.
daylight on January 20 with a crowd
of strikers when lie and Officer
Charles Wadlin arrested one of them
for
interfering with some girl strikSEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
KAUNE
i
ers. "After Wadlin arrested this man
You Will Find the
the crowd rushed around him," said
Where Prices are Lowe s Moore, "and I saw Ettor in a door way
beckoning to some more of the strikStyles In
for Safe Quality.
ers. I heard him say, 'Don't let the
police take that man to the station,
The Home-GrowFruit Season take him away from them.' "
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and
Irrigation.

Parlor Suits, Sofas and
Rocking Chairs.

Plaza.

Everything in the Furniture Line

O. C. WATSON & CO.

SPECIALTY.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

cross-examine-

66-6-

H

Why Waft?

a
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Correct

MILLINERY

Accurate

Work-Qu- ick

Returns

are offering to the
particular housewife the best to
to be had in

PEACHES,

PEARS
and PLUMS

!

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

We can also supply you with
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES
the finest cantaloupes grown.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and theTTest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

104 DON GASPER ST.

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Highest prices piid for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
MONEY

PIIILA.
863

BY RETURN MAIL

SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

CO.

Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
TO

DENTISTS

We will buy your Gold Fillings. Gold Scrap j
and Platinum. KiRhest prices paid.

RAPID

DELIVERY SERVICE

If you want the best in

FOR SALE GROCERIES, FRUITS
320-ACR- E

REND

Best Coffee and Teas

Telephone 9 W

A live paper makes a live town.
We ere inakin" a live paper. Read It.

RANCH

,........,-,-,..- .

Springfield, 111., Oct. 22.
Voting
machines will not be used next month
in Chicago. The supreme court of
Illinois today allowed the petition for
a writ of mandamus to compel the
election commissioners of Chicago to
substitute paper ballots and the regulation ballot boxes for mechanical
contrivances formerly purchased. The
decision abrogates a contract for the
purchase of 1,000 machines at $1,000
each and leaves the board with 600
macnines on hand for which it paid

1450,000.

JUST SUICIDE

M.

GO TO

S. KAUNE & CO.

I

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.

MATES

AVIATORS

Washington, D. C.

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

IIIIIIIIUIIII III'

Oct. 22.

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchard
Landj (Grants.) Etc

Lieu-

Geiger

j.

,t0i,i

'

Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 WM Room

U
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Leadership means superiority of product a superiority
which produces leadership and is proved by leadership.
It means more than this. It means
everything associated
with the word FIRST.
The Remington Typewriter is first in history, first in
prestige, first in quality, first in recent improvements, first
in size and completeness of organization, first in distribution, and first in service to the customer.
The word FIRST in every department of leadership
applies only to the

Surety Bonds

FALL.

and
Ward Arce of the armv Corporal
nvintinn
school, narrowly escaped death today
i
when
- th.il. v..,j
ujuiupiuiie ien mio tne
rotomac river
i fin
from a IipI
'Q1V Ulf 1.UU
leet. A sudden curt nf winr?
the wings. The two aviators wro
rescued by a launch. Vnith.. . ,1U

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality
jjured.

Consider all that is
meant by
these words

INSURANCE

.

tenant Harold

Among
Typewriters"

AND MURDER.

Cortez, Col., Oct. 22. Premeditated
murder and suicide was the verdict
of the coroner's jury today at the con
clusion of the investigation into the
death of Charles H. Scharnhorst and
his wife. The shooting occurred last
week. At the inquest it was developed
by testimony that Scharnhnrae Vinrt
Planned carefully every detail.
The four children who were left or-pnans Dy the shooting have been adopted by relatives of Mrs. Scharnhorse
at Cortez.

AND VEGETABLES

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad H.
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address.

FRANK DAVIS,
Morirty, N.

v.,:.,

is on and we

NEW MEXICO.
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Rem i n gto n
Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
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BYSTANDER

SEES IT

SHE.

noticed an eastern newspaper
man writing the other day of some act
by the city of Cleveland, spoke of the
city as "it," and declared that he did
it on purpose because he did not see
any reason in calling a city "she."
I must say that the idea rather appealed to me, too. I have often wondered why a great, big, immoral, usually dirty and not in all respects
pretty, municipality should be desig31
J
nated in the feminine.
ROOMS
EDITORIAL
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W
We do not usually associate those
qualities with "her," and "she" does
nnt aoeni in fit. I think "it a far
IS HE FIT
more
,
New
appropriate word by which to
audience in
Last winter wnuam n. ian a Ba...B
the city.
were
e
designate
want.
and
Peop
chill
and
York, in that great city there was poverty
one. would rather shudder
now
Just
were
starvm.
babies
without work ami hungry. Women were suffering,
at the thought of speaking of
had
accomplished.
administration
his
what
was
The president
telling
as "she." Graft, murder,
Mr. resiWhen he had finished a man rose from his Beat and said: in tinsf cn
seem to be rampant.
are
men
who
starving
dent, there are 00,000 honest working
Other cities, perhaps in lesser measto do about that?
administration
going
vour
is
What
tonight.
in a Hope- ure, present the same condition. They
The president of the United States lifted his unsoiled hands
are more properly "it."
knows."
"God
said:
and
less gesture
helplessly
To speak of a ship as "she," does
Big Bill Tal't didn't know.
not seem out of place. A ship is a
He thought the country was enjoying a glorious prosperity.
were helping
The men with whom he had been associated and who
thing of beauty and rides on over obstacles and helps people to reach a
to direct his policy were enjoying the luxuries bestowed by wealth.
The president, had no knowledge of any method to help the needy, desired haven. She is truly a thing of
those suffering and in want.
beauty along with those other fine
Did he want to know, or did he even care.
qualities. She is a little self willed
W hat
of
calamity.
God knows." What utter helplessness in the face
and
unmanageable at times, but that
utter hopelessness for those who were looking for a ray of encouragement. does not make her any less femi- Where were these suffering people to look for help?
nine, nor take away from the appro
The president of the United States does not know.
of the designation.
over
priateness
land
in
the
There seemed to him only happiness and prosperity
The moon is properly "she", too.
more
and
more
were
up
piling
The
corporationists
ruled.
great
he
which
The moon is never without charm ; al-- j
wealth. They told him the country was in a most flourishing condition.
ways a joy to gaze at; always having
He believed it. He did not know.
a certain air of romance.
Wheu the true condition was shown him and he was asked to point ' about her
She has rings, too, and that is always
out the remedy, his helpless answer was: "God knows."
a characteristic of woman, you may
Think it over.
as president a man who confesses that he have observed. The moon permits
Do you want to
nature to make rings around her also,
doesn't know?
o
but they do not stay long, you have
That is another feminine
noticed.
IT IS A MENACE
You may make rings around
quality.
of
it oiiQ ao nf huhniiir ninmiR were reDorted in the citywould Chicago,
do
be put a woman now and then, but they
evanescent
all the immense resources of that great and wealthy town scores of sanibut
are
not
remain.
They
at the disposal of the health department. There would be
in quality.
on
expeditious;
tary guards; there would be organized squads
So "she" is appropriate to certain
there would be most rigid quarantine.
in everyday life, but not when
things
And every citizen would be terribly aroused and terribly anxious.
to cities. "She" has not a
born.
applied
were
babies
in
59,000
that
Chicago
last year
Now it so happens
in common with
characteristic
died
single
because
them
of
Ten thousand of them died and the great majority
Chicago or New York or
Cleveland,
of impure milk supply.
on the altar any other city. A city is just "it."
Think of it! Enough babies to populate a town, sacrificed
I

"All of Today's News Today"
PHONES:

New-Yor-

j

THAT HAT.

of greed.

Miss Mugler showed me yesterday
It was
a new creation in millinery.
the "progressive hat."
The effect was of the cute order. I
do not know as I can describe it as
a woman would, for, to tell the truth,
I do not know whether it was turban
or toque or some other shape or stylo,
or whatever you call it. The effect,
hewever, was fetching.
This hat had as a covering the
Teddy bandana, in red, with T. R. in
0
In
white monograms all over it.
front was a bronze moose, about the
PASS IT AROUND in brief is, "Pass
That size of an appropriate buckle and the
prosperity around.
The progressive platform
we want sides were adorned with a K?ftBevelt
but
of
have
We
lots
prosperity,
nutshell.
in
a
sermon
is a whole
year than ever before, picture and an American flag.
it spread out a little. .1. P. Morgan is richer thishard
as ever. Prosperity
When tried on, not by me, but by
but are you? And vet you are working hard as
Prices the lady in the shop, Miss Harding,
to you means more money each year to receive and more to pay out.
lap or two the hat was certainly a charmer, and
and wages run a desperate race upwards with prices always aresult?
You that is not leaving the lady under it
sole
is
the
what
ever
but
than
more
money
ahead You make
your out of consideration, but I am speakhave gone to little extra effort in paying it out. At the end of the year coming now particularly of Uie hat.
balance is the same if not less so. You have simply been a reception
as they
We Americans are given to enthumittee. You have stood in line and shaken hands with your wages
siasms. This campaign lacks in quite
have gone past you.
Our cap- a.b much of it as former years held.
Practically what prosperity is bringing is more millionaires.
tains of industry are getting all the margin between the cost of production We do not hear of torchlight parades
and all that sort of thing. It is not
and cost of consumption and it grows greater every year. The shoe business
us so much a lack of interest, as lack of
is making a wonderful fortune for many people but it is making most of
wear $2.50 shoes costing 55.00. One little item of royalty on shoe machinery the spirit of hurrah. It is, perhaps,
n trust protected by Uncle Sam levies a tax on every, man, woman and due to the fact that everyone has
made up his mind just what he is
child in the United States.
0
going to do on election day. He has
we are still
The theorv that the duty of a nation is to do those things which the his ballot selected, but
do better than the individual is not a, wearing buttons and now comes tne
can
a
nation
which
but
need,
people
We had: r.atty and attractive progressive hat.
It was promulgated by philosophers centuries ago.
new one.
mind.
to
The ladies are in politics this year
is
it
recalling
The
all.
that's
party
it
progressive
just forgotten
.
o
and so this bit of headgear may become quite popular in certain sections,
It is facetiously suggested by an eastern paper that Colonel Roosevelt; for we all know that our ladies like
commander-in-chie- f
of
of
The
of
position
general.
be promoted to the rank
things and the progressive hit
the army and navy is superior to that, isn't it ? The people are going to pretty
The
not
lack in this quality.
does
make him that on March 4 next.
only drawback is that it has come
0
into the field late and most of our
Vnrl- linlriin?a nre assessed at $10,000,000. Let'8 ladies
rnrcaiQ'i,
have purchased their fall
he
see, isn't Andy the chap who said he wanted to acquire poverty before
headgear.
dies? He will havffto hustle harder to get poor than he did to get rich, if hej I have noticed, though, that some
accomplishes ins purpose.
of the hdts are no prettier than the
0
progressive hat.
Who is GSSr Atherton. asks Mme. Gadsky in a Ixjs Angeles paper.
OUR LIBRARY.
Now. they're Starting something. Gertrude is not the kind to take that
Mrs. Ollinger, a former resident of
outside
some
verbal pyrotechnics,
silently, and we are likely to witness
Santa Fe, who has been revisiting
of politics..
has given to the library a reading
here,
0
or electrolier, which is greatly
lamp
A shipload of toys has arrived in New York from Germany and we are appreciated.
thereby reminded of the gift list that will soon be inventoried. The annual
This gift calls to mind the suggespocket emptying process is headed this way, and we've only two months tion that nothing is more acceptable
in which to prepare for it.
to any city than a remembrance in
0
some form to the public library.
Out of the shadow and disappointment of defeat In the great world's
If by any chance, these few remarks
series, Christy Mathewson arises with everybody's admiration, and the by the Bystander should happen to
well.
did
did
and
it
object of everybody's praise. Christy 0 his part
greet the eye of any former resident
of
Santa Fe who has both the coin and
One thing has been proven, and that is that assassinations are made too the inclination to make a little Christeasy in this country. The problem now is to make them more difficult. mas gift, or one for any other seaThe elimination of the pistol will go a long ways toward it.
son's gift to the old town, the library
0
would
be a fine receptacle in which
The republican standpatters are getting farther from possible success to
deposit it.
all the time. They are "so far from our rails" now, they have missed the
Santa Fe has a number of clubs,
direction. They're lost.
:
and the number is on the increase.
0
outWonder if Diaz, enjoying the luxuries of Paris and Madrid, isn't gln.d The new club, which is really the
is
that he is where he is, when he reads of the troubles in his old time baili- growth of the inMothers' club, which
its scope, will herebut enlarged
wick.
after have a number of departments,
0
The people have been so seriously loaded with "all the traffic will bear' one of which will demand extended research in literary and art topics.
that they will carry the burden but three weeks longer.
0
This is really what has led to these
"If you haven't a face don't despair, art can give you one," says Mmc few remarks regarding a hit of philanthropy on the part of former or pres
Bernhardt. Why don't Sara get one, then?
not make
There was not much excitement about it. The council did
on the plague.
war
the
for
appropriations
special
a
Isn't it about time that we stop talking about race suicide and talk
about
more
little
What happened in Chicago happens in every city in the country. Everys
are being sacrificed needwhere the lives of children and many grown-upare being slaughtered at a
innocents
the
Everywhere
and
wantonly.
lessly
rate that could appal us, if we were at war with some other nation. and no
We speak of peace and prosperity, but there is no real peaceto human
real prosperity so long as we are so callous as to prefer dollars
lives.
race-murde-

j

j

OF SANTA FE

Organized in 1870.

the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing condl-tionThis bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenTime

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.
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$2.50 Dally per quarterly carrier
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President.
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The New
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The New Mexican Printing Co.,

TUESDAY,

ent residents of Santa Fe who might
be feeling a bit generous or patriotic.
Our library is not in possession of
as many reference books as it should
have. With the coming increasing demand for them, a few such books
would be of very great value, and
would give the ladies of Santa Fe,
who are club members, and who are
endeavoring to both absorb and give
out information along the lines of
their study, an opportunity to delve
into those books of reference which
might touch on the topic upon which
they are working.
Some of the later and higher fiction
also, would not come amiss. There
is always an increasing demand for
it. These suggestions are offered for
consideration by any who may feel
philanthropically inclined.

WIFE SLAYER HELD
FOR MURDER.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 22. Samuel Ford, who shot and killed his wife
because she would not get out of bed
and prepare him a late supper, was
ordered held for murder by a coroner's
Ford is a former Reed City
jury.
resident.
AUTOMOBILE

DEMOLISHED.

needs.

t-day

Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit AcLetters of, Credit and Drafts Issued on
counts opened.
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exeffected.
Telegraphic
change Sales and Purchases
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
service-givinbank
banking relations with a strong,
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
g

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

Newcastle, Ind., Oct. 22. W. S.
Crum and two small sons, in an automobile, were struck by a car on the

FOUR PER CENT

Indianapolis and Newcastle Traction
Line late last night. Although the
machine was totally demolished the
V.TU
X1IC
UllUJJClt LD COtalCU.
""J "
were pitched into a cornfield.

(4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
PROPRIETOR.

EDDY DELQADO,

MANUFACTURER

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

GARDNER TELLS ABOUT THE
ROOSEVELT TRUST PROGRAM

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don

Caspar Avenue.

In- -

ficult, lengthy and costly process.
(By Gilsou Gardner.)
is the second of six articles by cidentally the failure of the Sherman
Gardner, staff correspondent law is largely attributable to the re-- i
newspaper, outlining the bull fusal of the courts properly to enforceprogram. Gardner has Wen it, even after a decree has been renintimately in touch with rtoosevelt for dered.
Roosevelt claims that there is no as
many years and is especially qualified
to present his side of the campaign surance that the courts would be any
more effectual in enforcing the amendproblems.

This
Gilson
of this
moose

Roosevelt's trust policy is really
nothing more than an extension of the
government's present control over
railroads.
Railroads consolidated, grew big
and abused their patrons. The government stepped in and regulated
them. The government did not say:
"Break up your railroad consolidations; let the consolidators go to jail."
It is true Joe Bailey did say that,
but Bailey was not honest.
The railroads have for 20 years violated the letter of the Sherman law.
They have maintained freight associations, conspired to keep up uniform
rates, divided territory and have done
all the things forbidden by the Sher-

ments to the Sherman law proposed
Wilson and Mr. Brandeis,
whereas an honest commission with
power to forfeit charters would have
more direct action.
Roosevelt's plan is not a new one
with him. He proposed it while prest-dentduring the third year of his second term. Samuel Gompers and Seth
Low can tell of a White House conference attended by 30 or 4,0 representatives of various interests to discuss
Roosevelt's special message proposing the above remedy. Congress refused to move, and as it waB near the
end of his term Roosevelt's big stick
had become rather light, and he could
secure no action.

perk-wate-

ers."
So the law was passed giving real
power to a real interstate commerce
commission. The railroads were made
to adopt a uniform system of accounting and to show cause for every ad-

vance in freight rates. tWith an honest commission like the present one,
the plan is working quite well.
Taft tried to undo all this by creating a commerce court with power to
veto the orders of the commission,
but congress is on the trail of that
court and will get it by next March.
To apply the same kind of remedy
to the evils of big corporate business
is Roosevelt's "regulation of trusts."
Mere bigness he does not regard as
necessarily evil. Bigness is necessary
to do certain jobs. If bigness is used
to work out economics it should not
be outlawed. Why not apply the plan
of a regulating commission to curb
the evils of big business without doing proper business any harm?
The evils of big business consist
in certain well known commercial
practices. For example (1) the di
vision of territory between previously
(2) dicta,
competing organizations;
tion of prices by producer to whole'
saler and retailer; (3) cutthroat corn
petition to kill off a weaker competi
tion; (4) the use of leases and re
fusal to sell machinery as in the case
of the shoe machinery
trust; (5)
spying on competitors; (G) secret control of subsidiary competing concerns;
(7) refusal to sell to certain individuals in certain localities.
If a commission similar to the Interstate commerce commission had power to hale corporations before it, compel exposure of its practices and force
them to stop on penalty of forfeiture
of their interstate charters, it is believed by Roosevelt that there would
be less heard of trust abuses.
The principal difference between
the Roosevelt remedy and the remedy
which Mr. Brandeis has suggested to
Woodrow Wilson, and got him in part
to adopt, is that Roosevelt's plan is
for enforcement by a commission and
the forfeiture of federal charters, white
the Brandeis-Wilsoplan would leave
the enforcement to the attorney general and the courts, a much more dif-n

M.
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MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.

by Dr.

AMERICAN

NEW MANAGEMENT.

UNDER

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

,

man law.
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
The rate law brought them to book. writes: "My wife had a cough that

Roosevelt said:
"It is admitted by all sane people
that it is no longer possible to unscramble the railroads and make them
inr
go back into the little
stitutions which they were when railroads were first built. By
the public secures uniformity of rates
in handand harmonious
ling freights over long distances. The
whole system is made to work in harmony, and the public secures much
better service in many ways. What
is now needed is not a law to smash
but
something
the consolidation,
which will wipe out the abuses which
have grown up. We must stop rate
diEcrimination as between individuals
and between localities. Unduly high
rates must be prevented. The shipper must get adequate service in cars,
prompt delivery and all such things.
To Becure this the government must
have a commission with adequate pow-

PALACE
THE
N.
SANTA

nearly choked her to death, the worst
ever saw. We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of." For sale by all druggists.

European Rate, $1.00 and up,

American Plan, $2.50 and up.
o

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

I

HATPIN JABS
INTO EYE OF A MAN.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 22. As a result

WOMAN'S

of being stabbed in the left eye by

a

woman's hatpin while in a crowded
trolley car, William J. McFarland, 28
years old, has narrowly escaped the
loss of the sight of that optic.
By the slightest possible margin the
sight of the eye has been saved, but
the wound, now five days old, still is
in such condition that the bandages
cannot be removed. The pin pierced
the eyeball, but did not enter the iris.
Had it struck the colored portion of
the eye the sight would have been destroyed, according to McFarland's
physician.
McFarland was on his way home and
was working his way forward through
the crowded aisle of the car.
When near the front of the car he
touched a woman on the arm in order
to gain passageway.
She turned her
head quickly and the pin struck

Hotel
The Montezuma
NEW
MEXICO.

SANTA FE,

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act

COMPAN V

E

SANTA

GENERAL AGENTS,

FE, N. M

SEE IF YOUR CHILD'S
TONGUE

IS COt

Cross, Feverish, Bilious Give Delicious "Syrup of Figs" to Cleanse
Its Little Bowels
Look at the tongue. Mother! If
coated, it is a sure sign that your lit
tle one's insides, the stomach, liver
and 30 feet of bowels are clogged up
with putrifying waste matter and need
a gentle, thorough cleansing at once.
When your child is listless, drooping, pale, doesn't sleep soundly or
eat heartily or is cross, irritable, feverish, stomach sour, breath bad; has
stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea, sore throat,
or is full of cold, give a teaspoonful
of Syrup of Figs, and in a few hours
all the foul, constipated waste, undigested food and sour bile will gently move on and out of its little bowels without nausea, griping or weak
ness, and you surely will have a well,
happy and smiling child again shortIf

HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
ot Pittsburg, pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
.
billty. Plate Class and Automobile Insurance.
of st- - Louis- -

rSPJJ&'Yks.

The Equitable Surety Company

GENERAL AGENTS

NOTICE

HALL & HALL

co.

g&,gr ut
am3

ot Surety

KOOM2I, CAPITAL CITY
BANK BLDG.

Township 16 N-- , Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five-yeproof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the 8th day ot November, 1912.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tin- o
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTER,
Register.

FOR PUBLICATION.

5,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
April 12th, 1909,. made Homestead
Section
Entry No. 09579 f NE
24, Township 13 N., Range S E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Tear
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Harry C. Kin-selly.
With Syrup of "igs you are not
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
drugging your children, being com- N. M., on the 4th day of November, a position, you must let the employer
posed entirely of luscious figs, senna, 1912.
as witnesses: know it. A want advertisement In the
and aromatics it cannot be harmful,
Claimant names
besides they dearly love its delicious Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M.; ness and professional nun In the city
taste.
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.; and county and a great many in the
Mothers should always keep Syrup Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M state. If you have any special talof Figs handy. It is the only stom- and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M. ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ach, liver and bowel cleanser and regH. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
ulator needed. A little given today
Register.
will save a sick child tomorrow.
says: "For the past two years I suffered with kidney trouble, had severe
Full directions for children of all
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
pains across my back and over my
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly print Department of the Interior.
ed on the package.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
hips that almost meant death to me
at times. I used several well known
Ask your druggist for the full name,
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Toribio kidney remedies, but got no relief un"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna."
prepared by the California Fig Syrup Gonzales, of Pecos. New Mexico, whs til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
Co. This is the delicious tasting, gen on August 26, 1907, made Homestead I can truthfully say made me a Bound
uine old reliable. Refuse anything application, No.
for Lots and well man." For sale by all
else offered.
1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
1--

l,

04732-1191-

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

22,

1912.
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number of varieties. They captured,
vw r
1
however, for Famiington, the blue
ribbon, with a fifty dollar premium
tor the best community exhibit of the
entire state. Also a blue ribbon for
DANDRUFF -IE" the best display of apples with a
CENT
Furnished rooms and board, corner
twenty-fivdollar premium.
"What Is the matter with our pub- fles the work.
Palace
and Lincoln avenues.
Mrs.
In
For Aztec they captured third pre.
Hansen,
a Letter From
DOMESTIC SCIENCE.
mium for the best community exhibit lie schools?"
Mobile, Tells How She Gained It.
"Domestic science is absolutely the
FOR
RENT
Rooms
for light
Hair CominCT Oul? If Drv. RrittU. Thin nr Yrnr Srnln of the entire state. The aDnles toDDed That was the question put to the most
in all the reports from
housekeeping. Apply 271 Palace ave.
the market, selling for $3 on the fair teachers of Santa Fe county at their our neglected,
state. This can be carried into
Itches and Is Full of Dandruff-U- se
"Danderine."
Mobile, Ala. "I Buffered for seven
grounds, while the next best price was convention Saturday afternoon ny the rural school through the medium
FOR
Two story residence on
Mrs. Theresa B. White, head of inyears, with womanly trouble." writea
$2.
of school lunches. Tables can be. con- Mrs.
Hansen !n a letter tmm Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. C
Sigurd
Much credit is due E. P. Wilson, of dustrial education in New .Mexico.
Within ten minutes after an appli- time. The effect is amazing your the Index, for the fine exhibit sent
Mrs. White cited figures to prove structed that will be sufficient, at lit- this city, "r felt weak and always had Watson & Co.
that of the total enrollment of ISoS tle expense; packing boxes may be a headache and was always going to
cation of Danderine you cannot find a hair will be light, fluffy and wavy, and from Aztec. San Juan Democrat.
-- Houses furnished
FOR
or
children in Santa Fe county only six used as cupboards, with shelves the doctor. At last I was operated on,
single trace of Dandruff or a loose or have an appearance of abundance; an
the boys. Here is something
placed
'by
Apply to M. A. Oniz,
softness
lux
and
entered
the
hud
lustre,
hair
less
and
incomparable
eighth
and felt better, but soon I had the
grade
falling
your scalp will not
PRAIRIE FIRE.
else to which
would like to go into
Court louse.
A prairie fire orignated southeast of than one per cent! The speaker delivitch, but what will please you most uriance, the beauty and shimmer of
same trouble.
more minute details perhaps at some
will be after a few weeks' use, when true hair health.
town Monday about noon, and quite a ered a lengthy address teeming with
My husband asked me to
Cardul.
FOR RENT Bed rooms, bath conGet a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's huge area was burned, also some hay bright suggestions on how to make future association I may be able to I felt better after the first try
you will actually see new hair, fine
bottle, and nection, phono 162 J. Inquire rooms
and downy at first yes but rea'.ly Danderine from any drug store or stacks belonging to Mrs. L. F. Brown. eehool life more' interesting ami more handle these subjects separately. Be- now, I have a
good appetite and sleep
fore I leave these subjects, under man- Laughlin block.
new hair growing all over the scalp. toilet counter, and prove to yourself The fire was making
rapid progress practical to the child
in the construction work well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
training
A little Danderine will immediately tonight now that your hair is as and
asked
a
and
She
answered
Ilalf
it
town
was
called from
and
FOR SALE National Cash Regof the grades, 1 want to call your at me I am looking better than he ever
double the beauty of your hair. No pretty and soft as any that it has was help
soon put out. Every person dozen important questions and then
saw me."
two drawers practically new.
ister
modelto
tention
(he
difference how dull, faded, brittle and been neglected or injured by careless should exercise the
especially
clay
greatest care in said:
If you are sick and miserable, and O. C. Watson & Co.
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with Dan- treatment that's all you surely can trying to prevent these prairie fires, as
"What are we doing in Hie school to ing. Where is there more perfect
work done with the hands than the suffer from any of the pains due to
derine and carefully draw it through have beautiful hair and lots of it if
they destroy much valuable rango develop in the child the commercial or Indians do
WANTED
TO BUY A cooking
right here in this county? womanly trouble try Cardul.
your hair, taking one small strand at a you will just try a little Danderine.
industrial advantages that Santa Fe
and endanger buildings,
is successful because it is range not smaller than six hole and
Cardui
Don't let it become a lost art. The
county
possesses?
Superintendent
The United States
government
of their methods is wonder- composed of Ingredients that have been hi good condition, Address "C" this
sends out rules of warning in regard Conway s report of last year does not simplicity
their clay so ac- found to act curatively on the woman office.
fully
interesting
one
in
line
record
this
of educato forest fires, which could be well
thing
We
cessible.
should
build up our own ly constitution.
tion. We have the finest, fruit grown
applied to prairie fires.
TYPEWRITERS.
and then reach out.
For more than fifty years, it has been
resources,
to
his
Stotts-berin
anywhere.
According
the
Another fire occurred
report
the
"The
of
Cleaned,
blankets
used
and
and repaired. New
women
of
weaving
adjusted
we
all
not
with
are
by
the
great
ages,
boy anything
teaching
neighborhood Wednesday about
in agriculture nothing in boys' clubs the making of baskets are so within success. Try it. Yo- -r druggist sells it platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
exto
of
vast
be
which
noon,
proved
Rev. M. C. Hughes, the pastor of the
.
HAY STACK BURNED.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanges
N. B. Write tn: Ladfri' AM
nothing in school gardens. am told our reach, that it should be develop-edtent, burning several sections of grass
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Fire broke out in the hay stacks of local church. Roswell Record.
noota MedicineCo.. ChaiianooKi, Twin., for Sprcial
in
some
localities
there
could
be
an
"
and
homes.
many
.They
and
Home
endangering
Treatment
All repair work and tvpewriters Huar- rok.
Celedon Cisneros Wednesday eveniing
"May we all hope to see these pio- huttwtimif,
Women, tent in plain wrapper, on request.
used the telephones in securing forces acre of ground secured near enough neer
an teed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
Ex- NOT SATISFIED.
and destroyed a large amount of feed.
days of industrial education in
to fight the fire, many from town and to Santa Fe that could be cultivated
Now that the county roads commisThe loss by the fire in stables, corrals
change. Phone 231.
of Santa Fp Quickly devel- countv
and
truck
I)oilhe
raised
by boys.
garden
and feed amounts to several hundred sion has been appointed by the gov- adjoining neighborhoods came to the vu want to know what
...
rescue. Many homes, barns and feed
boys can do?
LAWYER ON TRIAL FOR MURDER. interest and
dollars. Luie Ortis w'as also a heavy ernor, we have a chance to Bee the
penalties due and owing
"l"
to
a
Take
Indian
tmuugn
""".
the
wnnirt
hnvo
government
trip
in
stacks
all
probability
and payable to said officer on aid
looser. The tire was fought by the workings of the law in its first
the
of
other
we
states
experience
may
!
school.
There
denionstra-is
practical
been destroyed had it not been for the
Middlelown, N. Y., Oct. 22. Burton mortgaged property.
brigade, the women bringing stance, and we are free to say we do
tion of agriculture carried on success- pront tnat a cut and dried course of W.
You. and each of you, are further
Gibson, the New York lawyer, was
the water from the asequia near by,not approve of it in the least. It is hard work of the fire fighters. Sev
is
of
little
because
local
value,
eral closed their places of business fully and intelligently in this altitude, study
indicted
and the men throwing it on tne nre.
so
have
conditions
by the Orange county grand notified, unless you have been premuch
in
weight
c,
shoe
and stayed until the fire was out work- carpentry,
making, forge work,
The origin of the fire is unknown.
the hand work courses
m: 'H w n Mil? L'nvprnnr man ennn
jury today on a charge or murder in viously served with personal service
ing without dinner and very little etc. What - is the cost of equipment? shaping
school
the first degree. He is accused of herein, that unless you enter your apconditions
often
Questa Gazette.
roads in the matter of selecting memfrom
change
drinking water. No buildings were Very little.- Let the produce be sold
pearance in said cause on or before
to
year
bers. While all the men are good burned.
year.
killing his client, Mrs. Rosa Mensehik nine
Origin of fire caused from from these gardens, to pay expenses.
o'clock, a. m. November 20, 1912,
GOOD WORK.
courses
"Published
Szabo.
of
men and friends of ours, we are free
worked
Let
the
study
have
the
businorth-bounboys
practical
from a
freight
judgment, will be entered against you
111
are
Langdon Watson, a student in the to say that in our opinion they are not sparks
ot
aeta"
value
m,le
to
'except
train! Some are preparing for defense ness end
manage. Keep the books. joul
by default in said cause, as prayed for
eighth grade of the public school, has as capable of handling the county's
IN THE DISTRICT COURT.
Apply his arithmetic. If vou can in-- ! t0 the teacher unprepared) -t- hey all
iithe
fires
against
the complaint on file herein.
by
prairie
burning
South
of
a
relief
map
just completed
road funds as efficiently as the men around their premises, and this Is terest a child long enough in the contam suggestive matter whicli a STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
You are further notified that the
of
same
was
pamade
America. The
able
to
tcacher
discriminate
whom the people elected to handle wise,
mignt.
f
school by civine him
rlav
)ss
name and address of plaintiff's attorIt
filld of value'
per reduced to pulp by himself.
Bnt "lfi only course
County of Santa Fe.
)
Those who suffered the loss of school work and the other half indus-- 1 wn,ch wlH meet u,e
is as follows: E. P. Davies, Rooms
ney
shows the physical topography of that job at the last election. So far
J. C. Britt. Plaintiff,
requirements in
2S and 2G, Capital City Bank Building,
the western hemisphere in a remark- as San Juan county is concerned, the grass and fences, and those whose trial work, won't he get more than he
is
tne
scho1
0llR
out
Pla""cd
by
sta-anis
v.
getting now? According to the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
able manner. Mrs. Brown will take law is a bad one and we ask for its homes were in danger, take this meth- teacher who is familiar with local
Keystone Mining & Milling Coin- repeal.
Farmington od of thanking the kind neighbors and tistics of Superintendent CnnuWs r.!aconditions a teacher of
IN WITNESS
I have
the map to the meeting of the state immediate
thought one pany, (a corporation). The Bankers hereunto set my WHEREOF,
business men from town, who worked port he will
hand and seal this
teachers' association in Albuquerque, Times-Hustleto
conditions
in
P'iahle
flexible
and
Bond
traininefa
and
Manual
Company,
cornorationl.
taken
intn n,
so faithfully and sated the homes in
Sth day of October, A. D. 1912.
November 7. This piece of work will
her 0lltllnes- Throng!) the medium of 'Celso Lopez, Treasurer and
WATCH OUT.
the path of the destroyer. Des Moines rural school is a matter of local condi-- ! the
M. A. ORTIZ,
speak well for our schools. San Mar-cia- l
Educational
Journal
will
be Collector of the County of Santa Fe, (Seal.)
there
tions. You can start with a five dollar
Standard.
Probate
of Santa Fe County and
Clerk
The Advertiser calls attention to Swastika.
equipment, and even that will be sl'S8eeted outlines. It seems to be .State of New Mexico, Defendants.
HEAVY CATTLE SHIPMENTS
Clerk of the District
the fact that Hallow'een night is
l"B "my 8eneral medium mat we can
No. (11)72.
LOST FROM BLACKLEG.
of
Court of Santa Fe County, State of
is
Shipments
remembered that
cattle, including every much more than many have, that it at Present
approaching. It
ABOVE-NAMEse
to
TO
reach the teacher,
THE
DEFEND-will be of infinite benefit. The wood-- :
T. P. Bates was in town Monday, small thoughtless boys and mischief thing from calves to cows and
New Mexico.
by individ,1l correspondence,
ANTS:
EDf. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
steers have been taking place work usually occupies the most prom-- except
and reports that he has lost six head making persons destroyed considerBy
antl the ind,lstrial department stands
You, and each of you, afe hereby
of his best young cattle from the able property last Hallow'een. The frcm the local stockyards during the inent place in the work of manual
to
in
reatIy
help
every Pssible way- notified that there is now pending in
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
blackleg. He has vaccinated with the same class of people are here ready past ten days, and it is expected be arts. The cost of equipment is the
mere are two tilings which stag the above court the suit of J. C. Britt
hope of checking the disease, without for the Hallow'een, and we respect- rore an nave been shipped that a thing that interests most sehnni ger the advancement
Department of the Interior, TJ. S. Land
above-nameof
industrial
said
A
total
against
boards.
defendants,
good bench may be made
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct.
further loss. This appears to be the fully call attention of our town trus- 000 reaching the neighborhood of 7,head will have been sent out. The by teacher and boys, and directions education: First, lack of funds; sec- the general objects of said suit being: 10, 1912.
first advent of disease to appear tees to this matter and suggest that
investi-agtioof
)
(
To foreclose
ranchers in the Mangas country, in for such work with accurate measure ond, lack
those certain
knowledge and
Notice is hereby given that Walter
among the cattle of this section in a a number of deputy night policemen
upon the subject."
the McMillens, Ballou, the H ments may be found in the bulletin by
mortgages given by the said Keystone Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
number of years and it is a good idea be put on duty for that night and give cluding
w,.g Archie Cousland; Frank' Jori(i8 the agricultural department at WashMining and Milling Company to the on October 25, 1909, made Homestead
to have all young cattle vaccinated as them emphatic instructions to arrest and others
said J. C. Britt on the 12th day of
began shipping on Monday ington, "Farm and Home Mechanics." IS THIS GIRL ASHAMED
Entry No. 01199G for LotB 4, 5 and 6
soon as possible. Pioneer News.
and jail any and all persons found en- last, following these
the P. M. and With a few tools secured by means of
"OF HER PARENTS? May, 1910, and the 12th day of May, of Section C, Township 16 N.,
Range
in
gaged
destroying, defacing, remov J. W. Shelly cattle and those from the an
and which said 10 E., and on March 26, 1912, made
In an article entitled "What is Aris- 1911, respectively,
entertainment, or brought from the
GOING TO HAVE IT.
ing or any way molesting property. Diamond Bar were shipped. The H. homes
inwere
to
secure an
given
additional homestead entry No. 016512
by the pupils, enough can be tocracy" in the November Woman's mortgages
Roswell people will be interested to This is a matter where sentiment A. Martin cattle and those rrom others
Home Companion the following lette. debtedness from said Keystone Min- for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
iu inaKB me start.
pudcuicu
The
in
inthe vicinity of Blue Creek are nn
learn that conditions appear most should be ignored and it wilt not
Ing and Milling Company to J. C. N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
interest in the work must result from a girl is quoted:
favorable for the city securing the terfere with any one engaged in Inno- being shipped. The prices being re pils'
which said indebtedness now ag has filed notice of intention to make
Britt,
in the board finding- a
av
tn
hh
is
"Mother
and
dear
good; but, oh, gregates the sum of Four Thousand
new tubercular sanitarium, which the cent sport or pleasure. 'Our school ceived are unusually good. The ship the
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim
is
she
original equipment.
narrow! She and father just Seven
Christian church plans to locate in trustees are called upon to look well ments are made to points in Colorado
to
Eighty-threHundred
and
and
the land above described, before
"Another
not
do
that
seems
and
simply
subject
pracunderstand;
and
they
Kansas
Silver City Independent.
15.100 Dollars ($17S3.15), with inter- Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Ofthe west soon. The ladles of the local to the safety of our school property
tical is poultry raising, and done at never will. Father is a
man,
church state that $75 was reported to on that night. Otero County Adverthe school. I can't go into details here and I am proud of him; but, oh, 1 don't est thereon at the rate of seven per fice, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
cent (77c) from August 27, 3912, and 22d day of November, 1912.
the national secretary as Roswell's tiser.
W. A. Rimes, Ruston, La., writes: as to the methods
of promoting the see why you can't be fine and still
Claimant names as witnesses: Criswhich said mortages cover upon and
"Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney study. I am
pledge that we are openly in competigetting out a course of have good table manners. He und
SIXTY-FIVtion for the sanitarium, and pledges
FIRST PRIZES.
convey to said J. C. Britt, as security tobal Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin
Pills, and must confess the results study just on that subject. The studv mother
care
aoout such for said
simply don't
San Juan county was awarded
have been received both from the state
have been marvelous, for I feel like of strains, breeds,
indebtedness, in general, the Gallegos, Eustaquis Padilla, all of
egg producers. All things; and father gets furious if 1
first premiums, fourteen sec- - a new man. I suffered from kidnev mis cultivates
and national secretaires stating that flee
described property:
Three Santa Fe, New Mexico.
following
the mind of the child even hint that I'm not content at
MANUEL R. OTERO,
claims
their influence will be used to secure onds, three thirds and four fourths at and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid-th- to discriminate.
unpatented
mining
publicly
The
mechanical home. 'If that's what college does fo; known as
the boon for Roswell. The Christian
"Number Four
"Hondo,"
Regi ter.
Albuquerque fair.
ney Pills fixed me. I recommend work of making nests, houses these
you,' he says, 'you'd better stay away. Lode," "Falrview," located in the Los
church governing body is now in sesThey could have captured the grand them to all sufferers from kidney tilings give a living interest to
the Your mother and I have got on with- Cerrillos mining district in Santa Fe
J. C. Ray, Winfield, Ala., says: "My
sion at Louisville, Ky., attended by prize had they exhibited the required trouble." For sale by all Druggists.
child it broadens his mind it
dignl- - out it, and I guess you can too.' He County, New Mexico, together with father, T. J. Ray suffered with
kidney
does not understand. I don't want to
8ny building or buildings and improve- and bladder trouble' so bad he had to
be disloyal to them, but neither do 1 ments now
Various kidney
standing or at any time use a catheter.
MRS. GIBSON'S UISIT TO FIFTH AUENUE SHOPS FOR FALL FASHION HINTS-HO- W
want to give up all these friends and hereafter
GOWNS ARE manners
placed on said lands, includ remedies were tried without result,
and all these broader views ing all boilers,
engines, hoists, shaft-1'v-e and finally we gave him Foley
DOLLS-- NO
SHOWN IN PERFECT MINIATURE ON LIFE-LIK- E
COLLARS ON THE
got at college. You don't know ing, pulleys, hangers, belting and all Pills. In three days he couldKidney
what I ve gotten
at conege. xou, appliances for the transm ssion of some water and on the fifth, no pass
longAUENUE. BUT FURS IF YOU'RE COLD.
don't know what it has meant to me power or steam and
any and all fix- er needed a catheter. He continued
11 hi,s been
in
tures
or
1'eavenly,
,
.,
By Idah McGlone Gibson.
which may be nlaced in tc use Foley Kidney Pills, until entirejust heavenly
coniine- tn .v. , n
,ltto
tleur . h .
I don't want to be a snob, any
New York City, Oct. 22, 1912. The
. .
building or buildings upon said ly cured." For sale by all Druggists.
4
XI
mmnlavtnn
wnnmea
lIu.
uul
or
I
but hate boorishness and rough real estate or mining claims; and to
...j.v.v,,,,
New York society woman will never
blotchy-facewoman should beware speech and clumsy, ugly manners. 1 sell said
mortgaged
a
confess that she patronizes
depart
like to see beautiful things around property to satisfy said indebtedness,
of it.
"I
clothes.
store
ment
for
buy my
Velvet trimmed with fur is to be me, and I love gentle manners. Yet, nccording to the practice of the court
there is my duty to father and moth- and to recover a judgment for any de
gowns of Louise," she will remark
the
great mode of tjie winter, and er! Father even said to me one
Or perhaps it is
day ficiency that may be found to exist on
impressively.
after taupe the color most popular that I was a 'climber,' that was the the indebtedness due the J. C. Britt
"Jeanette" or "Cecile" she mentions,
among the exclusive Firm avenue way he put it; that I was trying to from said Keystone Mining & Milling
for you must know that all the exclushops is brown.
get into society where I do not be- Company after applying the proceeds
sive dressmakers on Fifth avenue
At a number of these little shops long. Please tell me what you think of the sale of said property thereon.
are only known by their given names
(2) A further object of said suit is
they do not show you full sized mod- I ought to do about it."
not necessarily the ones given them
to enjoin and estop the said defend
els. They bring out the cunningst
The
little
dolls. On these the NOVELIST AND EDITOR DEAD. ant. The Bankers Bond Company, (a
Carriage
dress is made with every detail of
corporation organized and existing, as
cn
a
is
Burroughs
something
the design in perfection.
London, Oct. 22. Robert Barr, the J C. Britt is informed and believes,
entirely new For instance, if
At one of these places I saw a Scottish novelist and editor of the under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Oklahoma, with its principal
ou have two columns of
most interesting exhibit of how Dame Idler died during the
night of heart place of business
in the City of PittsFashion appropriates the styles of failure at his residence at
Iigures you want to carry,
burgh in the State of Pennsylvania)
other days 'and even the other sex
some are in one column and
from having or claiming any interest
to adorn her feminine votaries of
some are in others, you put
or title in and to the said property
1912. One of the little marinettes
in your sum, pull the handle,
covered by the mortgages, given by
was brought out dressed as a citizen
the said Keystone Mining and Milling
and it prints in the first colof the French revolution, and MaCompany to said J. C. Britt (which
umn ; then it automatically
dame kindly pointed out to me the
property Is hereinbefore more fully
carries the paper over to (he
many things in this costume that
described) ; and that that certain deed
women are wearing today; there was
column and yon print in
of
or
on
trust
was
which
mortgage
the high turnover collar which revealVou pull
that
the hand1
The highest point of woman's hap- the 15th day of August, 1909, pretend-edled the neck across the front, the colMinand
it
mothis
reached
said
sends
the
by
piness
given
only
through
Keystone
automatically
lar which we know as Robespierre;
erhood, in the clasping of her child ing & Milling. Company to the said
the carriage back to the first
the frill and the wide revera which within
her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
Bankers Bond Company to secure an
cc lumn.
we find on many of the newest coats;
is often fearful of nature's ordeal alleged bond issue of Thirty Thousand
the
fronts to the coat and and shrinks from the suffering inci- Doldars
You may say that you have
($30,000), and which said
the very long sleeve with the lace fall- dent to its consummation.
But for deed of trust or mortgage pretended-- ;
no use for such a machine.
MRS. GIBSON.
over
the hands, and the style of nature's Ills and. discomforts natura ly covers and
ing
attempts to create a
using a different color for the coat provides remedies, and In Mother's lien on the same property described
How do you know?
their parents, but more probably
by
from that of the trousers, as carried Friend is to be found a medicine of in the said
'
of the said J.
mortgages
the ones given to them for euphonis-ti- c
Have you ever gone into
out today in our different colored great value to every expectant mother. C. Britt
(and which have been here- advertising purposes.
iz
an
coats
It
emulsion
external!
and
your
for
skirts.
The
brocaded
departments and found
vest
more
inbefore
So I visited several of these shops
described),
fully
is also seen on many of the street and application, composed of ingredients be cancelled
how. much of that kind if
of
and discharged
in my hunt for rashion gossip to
which act with beneficial and soothafternoon costumes.
work you are doing? If you
record; and that any and all perwrite to the New Mexican readers.
effect on those portions of the sons
ing
The
under
said
Bankers
American dressmaker is not
claiming
You are seated in a dressing room
have, just put a stop watch
Involved.
It Is intended to Bond
system
Company, either as purchasers,
making her gowns much wider around prepare the system for the
done in Louis XV 3tyle, and after you
on that sort of work for half
and incumbrances
crisis,
or otherwise may be
the bottom although there are many thus relieve, in
have told the languid young woman
an hour, and then have an
great part, the sufferof different kinds ing through which the mother usually barred and foreclosed of all right,
in a trailing black charmeuse gown
machine brought in
r.dc'ing
or
in
the
which make them seem more volumi- passes. The regular use of Mother's claim,
equity of redemption
exactly what you want your dress for,
will probably find out
said
and
described
in
the
said
you
nous.
premises
The
has
fallen
will
Friend
pannier
one is brought forth for your inspecaway
repay any mother in th6
? ou could save 75
from the hips.
comfort it affords before, and the help- mortgages of sad J. C. Britt.
per cent of
tion. If you decide that you do net
the defendant,
Celso
(3) That
"One of these little marinettes one place a white brocaded velvet
I do not know what the winter will ful restoration to health and strength
the time.
wish it, it :s carefully taken out of
Col
another is revealed. was brought out, dressed as a citizen negligee trimmed with swan's down, bring forth, but now no one on Fifth it brings about after baby comes. Lopez, Treasurer and
your sight
lector of Santa Fe County, State of
Time is what you are payMother's Friend
Do not think, however, that the of the French revolution."
and a white lace cap to match. This avenue is wearing a collar. If warmth is for sale at
New Mexico, be enjoined and restrainfor when you hire clerks.
ing
unless
are
shown
is
you
needed
you,
best things
they swathe their throats drug store b.
to me seemed the hight of luxurious
ed from collecting or receiving on acto
in
of
the
customer
interest
some
no
with furs, which were never so lux- Write for our
you, except
say that
come with
count of the taxes alleged to be due
extravagance.
urious or so plentiful. A fur collar free book for
shop. You might possibly be a rival exclusive models are ever shown
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
and
owing upon said mortgaged propA great many of the evening dress- across the back of the shoulders
dressmaker trying to steal the exclu- there. She does not want department
expectant mothsum greater than the sum of
erty
any
store trade.
es are in dark color brocaded upon while the throat is exposed two inch- ers which contains much valuable One Hundred and Thirty-seveW. H. LONG, Sales Mgr.,
sive style!
and
Brocaded goods are being used gold, and one of the most beautiful es below the collar bone in front is information, and many suggestions oi 9S.100
Madame that
j If you mention to
which
($137.98)
Dollars,
Box
El Paso, Texas.
702,
you have come from one of the de- more and more for ceremonious combinations is the popular taupe a somewhat incongruous, if fascinat- a helpful nature.
amount said plaintiff, J. C. Britt, con-- ;
beIn
I
and
saw
little
will
at
take
wraps;
gowns
fact,
and silver. Taupe is exceedingly
ing sight.
BJUDFIOD EECUUTOt CO., AtluU, Ct
partment stores, she
tends is the proper amount of taxes,
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EIGHT

'
mr. rarmer

Alvan N. White, state superintend'
out nf nnhiln instruction, has returiv
eu from Boise, Idaho, where he rep-- ;
resented New Mexico at the meeting
of the National Association of State
School Superintendents,
"The con-- ;
m. whito naiA tnilav:
ference was well attended, especially
.i,., .ho w,.rn annenntendents. and
closed after a two days Goflelnn held
in the house of representatives at the
Idaho capital. The bureau of education at Washington was represented
Educaably by Dr. Harlan Updegraff.
tional problems were fully discussed
actions were
and many important
taken, especially in the matter of uniform certification of teachers in the
e
various states, reciprocal relations,
credited institutions, standard college

1- -?

'

HARVEST HANDS

YOUR

WILL DO
MORE WORK WITH
THEIR MOUTHS

More Work In The Fields

And Consequently

TUESDAY,

MEXICAN

LOCAL ITEMS.

OFFICIAL NEWS

"
" The Home of
Quality Groceries
nit

m

NEW COMPANY.

Articles of incorporation were filed

X
THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 22. For X
New Mexico: Tonight and Wed- - X
nesday fair with rising tempera- - Si
ture.

heartily in sympathy with the exhibition plan but he will be in the east for
several months and therefore can not
lend his skill and talent.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Content.
"For the Love of a Girl," a Lubin
and a good one at the Elks' tonight.
Juan Griego, for six years employed
in the Fischer drug store, wishes to
announce to the public that he has retired from the employ of said drug
store and at the same ..time desires
to say that he highly appreciates and
thanks Mr. Fischer for the many courtesies received during his six years'
stay in the employment of the Fischer
Drug company.
Just Arrived Pin Ton Chocolates
distinctive and deicious. Zook's Phar-tnac-

OCTOBER

1912.

22,

to Charles Closson for property on
Don Caspar avenue; consideration $1.

This is the brick house and large lot
south of St. John's Methodist Episcopal church. A deed was also filed by F.
H. Lester and wife to Neill B. Field
for land known as the Glorieta orcba
ard on Cerrillos road; consideration.
?1.

commission today by the Mountainair
They Read The New Mexican The
Mercantile company with office at
announcement in the New Mexican
'
Mountainair and Joseph H. White the
IN TELEPHONING
yesterday about the lost bull dog beThu Nu Mitvlran if vaiii kiiBlnaM
statutory agent. The company is cap
longing to Jack Collins resulted in the
itallzed at $25,000 divided
into 250 to ahnut arluertislnn Riihfin'lntinn. nr
return of the dog. "About 20 teleshares at $100. The incorporators are job work, please call up "31 W." If
phone calls an hour," said Mr. Collins,
J J. White, 24 shares; Tanores Tabet, you wish to
to the editor or give
"indicate to me that your paper is
speak
shares, and John Tabet, 2 shares. any news, please phone "31 J."
widely read."
If It's Re.il Estate Hay ward has It.
ARRESCTED AT CHAMA.
adAd Did the Work A two-linThe Mounted Police department has
The Sweetest Story Ever Told Pin
vertisement in the New Mexican by a
received word that Edward Gallegos Ton Chocolates. Zook sells them, - v
was arrested at Chama by Mounted
gentleman desiring a good saddle
Tonight at the Elks, "The Boy and
Policeman Loveless tin the charge ofjthe Girl." It's good
Warranty Deeds A warranty deed horse resulted in his finding the anicausing a disturbance
The Temperature. The range in was filed in the office of County Clerk mal he wished in less than 24 hours
TAXES COLLECTED
temperature yesterday was from 35 Marcelino Ortiz by Mrs. Cunningham There's a moral.
The following is the percentage of to 59 degrees and the average relative
1911 taxes collected by the vari- - humidity was 34 per cent. Says the
ous counties of the state to Septem- weather man; "Yesterday was a part
libraries and standard courses for ber 30, 1912, based on the amount re- ly cloudy day with a sprinkle of rain
Did
if
de- mitted to the state treasurer:
during the forenoon over the city and
high schools. The educators were
to
snow
mountains
over
the
a
light
89.30
lightfully entertained by the citizens Bernalillo" 1 1 ,; . . . . .
89.29 the east and northeast.
. ,
Chaves
of Boise, being guests at a
irons at
electric
Those - $5.00
the domestic Colfax
93.79
luncheon
given by
Electric Co. will sell for $4.50
82.94 Sparks
science of the high school. We were Curry
82.74 while they last.
also taken by the commercial club on Dona Ana
Nice fresh nut meats, the best ever
GARDEN
a motor trip about the city and to the Eddy
82.70
toes, pecans and
93.26 shelled, nigger
large apple orchards near the city, Grant.
blanched almonds and plenty of fine
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
where we were shown several large Guadalupe
80.21
nuts at the Capital Pharestablishments for packing and ship- Lincoln
94.07 pistachio
Luna
ping Idaho fruit."
,.95.23 macy.
There will be a meeting of the
Before the close of the meeting, Mr. McKinley
Chamber
of Commerce tonight at 8
the
to
discuss
White was called upon
Mora
75.19
p. m. sharp. The matter of good roads
school laws and conditions in New Otero
88.411
especially improving the road in and
Mexico, which he did quite fully, ae !Quay
91.14 around Santa Fe will come
up tor
in
the
c
cording to the account given
i
Kio Arnoa
7S.ri
"Idaho Statesman," a leading daily ot RooBevelt
90.48 tion will be adopted
There are ahso
BoiEe.
Sandoval
moMcraa W
5SC8lnlliov
nmn
nf Imnnrhnns
ui.WV-I-i
lJ.lULV1.i
m
IllJfUl lUUVU inJ VVlilV
tll...vu-v9
The executive committee, which San Juan
73.83 before the meeting.
A large attend- comprises the officers of the associa- San Miguel
is
ance
77.78
desired.
tion, was elected as follows: Super Santa Fe
Your stand of blue grass will be
70.71
chair-of
A.
C. Nelson,
intendent
Utah,
d
sierra
.70.57 very much improved by using our
man,
Superintendent ai-- j Socorro
Lime on your lawn now. See
. . .
78.17
van N. White, of New Mexico, and Taos
92.57 Goebel.
Superintendent L. R. Alderman, of. Torrance . . .;
;
Two big comedies at the Elks to66.05
Oregon. The committee was empow- Union
,
night. It's a big laugh.
..86.88
ered to select the next place of meet- Valencia . .
Furnished Rooms for rent
95.70
Elegantly
ing and prepare the program, etc.
The finest rooms in the city, having
Olympia, Washington and St. Paul,
conveniences, Including
85.23 all TOodern
Average
Minnesota, extended invitations for
electric light, steam heat and baths.
the meeting next year.
The European Hotel, centrally loKILLER ASKS NEW TRIAL.
Superintendent AVhite asked that
cated. State Progressive HeadquartFrom a given amount of wood the
Denver, Colo., Oct. 22. Application ers in the hotel.
the matter be left open, as he was sure
Santa Fe would like to extend an i::-- I for a new trial and change of venue
Fresh today Pin-ToChocolates,
vitation, when he had submitted the was filed with the state supreme court sold of course at Zook's pharmacy.
conin
of
behalf
will
Henry Young,
matter to the .Chamber of Commerce. today
with the Hot Blast Down-Dra- ft
Mr. Rapp to Aid Those in
as
heat
much
as
twice
It is his opinion that the various su-- ! victed of killing Charles Wilkinson of the Santa Fe exhibition arecharge
any
produce
much
near Montrose, Colorado, in 1907.
Down-Drathe
because
is
other.
It
perintendents would love to visit this
Wilat
a
from
received
letter
Young was sentenced to 25 years in pleased
consumes all the fuel and the gases
city anu that there is a splendid
The supreme court liam Rapp, stating he will do all in
chance of securing the meeting next the penitentiary,,.
which arise from it, whereas in other
H.
his
I.
to
the
aid
power
a
new
project.
trial
at
the
conclusion
granted
year, if the Chamber of Commerce ot which
heaters the gases, which constitute one-ha- lf
is
to
his
also
be
said
brother,
Young was given a 15 year Rapp,
and the citizens will immediately in-- I
to-the burnable part of the fuel, escape
sentence.
The application filed
terest themselves in the matter,
is based on the contention that the
unburned up the chimney. You can
day
Although next to the youngest state judge's instructions to the jury on
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
!
superintendent, Mr. White is rapidly the point of
were
not
for 36 hours.
forging to the front in national educa- adequate.
Remember, it is fuel cost which
tion matters, and the honor bestowed
Another
assortment
large
counts.
upon him at the Boise meeting will be
X X'S X S X
$ $
The Wilson saves one-ha- lf
your Juel
latest shapes in Hats, such
fully appreciated by the citizens of his
bill
home state.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
as FELT, VELOUR VELWATCHING THE BORDER.
FOR HUSTLER.
Game Warden Baca today announcVET, Etc. Also carry fine
ed that he had appointed ten special
Co.
FOR SALE. Only Drug Store
line of Stamped Articles
in Taos Courfty. The Valley Bank,
deputies to partol the Colorado-Nefor Embroidery
..
Mexico border and arrest all hunting
X
Taos, New Mexico.
deer without license. This action folX
lows many complaints that Colorado
sportsmen are active during t!ie game
season without paying the $10 fee for
New Mexican want ads. always
a license.
bring returns.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
e

ac-lth-

If Fed On Our Quality Groceries
So Would Most Any One Else !
Just

Received- -

!

Come We Still Have

the Frost

FLOWERS
TriE CLARENDON

Another Car of

."

"Empress Flour"
C7There

Even

Is NoIBetter Flour Made At Any Price

.

FOR.

Per Sack

$1.50

joi

,

TRYITNOW!

......

$1.50

1

'.

.'

Phone 4

F. ANDREWS

S SPITZ

Phone 4

WILSON HEATER

n

JEWELER

HEADQUARTERS FOR

I

ft

1

HIGH-GRAD-

E

Just Arrived

e

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

S'$

Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply

MISS A. MUGLER

IT

JL

BE

the Bell

TOE)
I Queen

Shoes !
JL

When Exchange Says, Number Please, You May Say

SALMON'S No. 108
man will ask, "What is it, please?" You answer, "Are
your New Fall and Winter Shoes in, and can you give me
a Shoe to please and fit me at a price to please ?" The
man will answer, "We certainly can new Shoes all in,
just come down and see them, that's all we ask. Will
you come?" You answer "Yes." Then ring off and
come right down to our store, and if we don't meet all of
your expectations and requirements in regard to fit, style
and price, we will pay you for the time you have lost.
A

NOW, MADAM:
We just want to drop a Shoe remark. It's this: Shoe
style, beauty or comfort doesn't lie altogether in the cost
of the Shoe. Quality, of course, is the first consideration,
but the best Shoe in the world improperly fitted isn't
going to be comfortable. We are EXPERT FITTERS.
When you come here you get the shoe best fitted to your
foot with the proper fit, yoifget the best Shoe Value your
money can buy, whether you want them to stand in or

walk in or to dance in. We have them, the triumph of
the Shoemaker's Skill. Handsomer Shoes never left a
factory. If you wear

$2.50, $3.00 or $3.50
Shoes this store will furnish the BEST FOR THE MONEY

NATHAN SALMON.

EXPERT

SHOE FITTER
1

,

-

r-

ft

-

EXPERT
SHOE FITTER

